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This is to bring to your attention that the fulﬁllment of ILP is one of the 
University’s graduation requirements, 
so you should regularly check against 
your cumulative ILP units on your web 
transcript and in Degree Works.
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2Integrated Learning Programme (ILP)
綜合學習課程
A Platform to Unleash Your Potentials and
Let Your Talents Grow
INTRODUCTION
Integrated Learning Programme (ILP) is one of the signature co-curricular 
programmes in the University which facilitates students to extend their 
learning beyond the classroom. With its wide spectrum of contents and 
interactive delivery modes, students are enabled to unlock potentials, 
boost conﬁdence, make plans for life and achieve success. Students can 
develop their new interests and explore many learning opportunities from 
over 400 ILP activities each year. There are 6 learning domains under 
the ILP:
Social and 
Emotional 
Development
Aesthetic 
Development
Integrated 
Learning 
Programme
Civic 
Education
Physical 
Education
Intellectual 
Development
Hostel 
Education
Roadmap of your out-of-classroom learning:
FYEP-First Year
Experience Programme
	Explore the ILP in 
6 different learning 
domains and identify 
your personal 
interests.
	Set goals and plan 
ahead for your 
University life.
	Fulﬁl the basic ILP 
unit requirements 
of certain learning 
domains.
Year 1
AYEP-Advanced Year
Experience Programme
	Participate actively in 
any ILP activities that 
interest and/or inspire 
you.
	Equip and enhance 
your learning skills 
through the holistic 
enrichment activities.
	Fulﬁl the overall ILP 
unit requirements as 
soon as possible.
Year 2-3
AYEP-Advanced Year
Esperience Programme
	Reﬁne and execute 
both your career and 
life plan.
	Reflect your learning 
achievements and 
relate them to your 
portfolio.
	Track your ILP records 
and ensure that you 
have fulﬁlled the ILP 
unit requirements 
before graduation.
Year 4
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Programme Objectives:
1. Through a co-curricular programme, students pursue their learning of 
knowledge and skills and establishing a positive attitude of life beyond the 
classroom.
2. Through the FYEP and AYEP, students develop their all-rounded personal 
growth by identifying their talents and planning of career to achieving 
success.
3. Through the holistic enrichment activities, students enjoy their university 
life from the transitional process of new students to become the advanced 
learners during their journey of learning at Lingnan. 
Programme Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs):
At the end of the programme, students are able to:
1. experience a co-curricular programme in the six domains of Civic Education, 
Intellectual Development, Physical Education, Social and Emotional 
Development Aesthetic Development and Hostel Education of the ILP.   
2. reflect their learning achievement of the 6-domain ILP enrichment 
programme.
3. demonstrate a positive attitude and sense of belonging in their learning at 
Lingnan.  
Objectives of the Six Domains 
(i)  Civic Education
 This domain aims to develop your understanding of, and concern for, both 
historical and social development in Hong Kong. Programmes include 
historical and environmental ﬁeld trips, civic engagement, social services, 
and executive training for ofﬁce-bearers of student societies.
(ii)  Intellectual Development
 This domain introduces learning approaches and skills to enhance your 
academic learning, cultivate interests in intellectual pursuit, and acquire 
knowledge from different sources. Programmes include various workshops 
on topics of university learning, career preparation and Chinese martial arts 
and its implication.
(iii)  Physical Education
 This domain develops your healthy lifestyle, physical competence, 
confidence and team spirit. It encourages you to foster and develop 
lifelong interests in sports activities. Various physical education programmes 
are offered, including racket games, ball games, water sports, physical 
ﬁtness, martial arts and ﬁrst aid, etc.
(iv)  Social and Emotional Development
 This domain is to assist you to develop a positive living through 
enhancing your social skills, positive attitude, and self-understanding in 
managing emotions arising from pressures in different aspects of life. The 
various topics of workshops include self-exploration, social etiquette, 
communication skills and leadership enhancement.
(v)  Aesthetic Development
 This domain lies in exhibiting a relationship of life and its aesthetics. 
Students will be offered abundant opportunities to experience a flavor 
of arts and cultures. Workshops on acting, painting, Chinese calligraphy, 
music, dancing, performing arts and foreign cultures will be designed for 
you.
(vi)  Hostel Education
 Comprising structured courses and programmes provided by Warden’s 
Offices and Student Services Centre, this domain aims to develop your 
sense of community and responsibilities, inter-personal skills, leadership, 
self-governance and cultural horizon.
First Year Experience Programme (FYEP)
From September 2011, FYEP is one of the most important co-curricular 
programmes for all ﬁrst year students. In the online registration, all first year 
students are eligible to sign-up for FYEP activities / classes only.
Advanced Year Experience Programme (AYEP) 
AYEP is offered mainly to senior students of Year 2 and above. In the online 
registration, all senior students of Year 2 and above are eligible to sign-up 
for AYEP activities / classes only.
4ILP Unit Requirements
As a graduation requirement, Year 1, Year 2 and senior year admittees are 
required to complete a minimum of 75, 60 and 55 units of ILP courses respectively 
during their study in Lingnan University. All first-year students are required to 
participate in the New Student Orientation (NSO), which accounts for 15 ILP 
units. The minimum unit requirements for the ILP domains are listed below: 
Table 1 – Basic Requirements
ILP Learning Domains
Minimum ILP Unit Requirements
Year 1 Admittees 
on a 4-year 
Programme1
Year 2* Admittees 
on a 4-year Programme
Senior Year* Admittees 
on a 4-year Programme
2014-15 intake 
onwards
2014-15 intake 
onwards
2012-13 intake 
onwards
Civic Education 5 5 5
Intellectual Development 5 5 5
Physical Education 5 5 5
Social and Emotional 
Development 5 5 5
Aesthetic Development 5 5 5
Hostel Education 5 5 5
Free Electives 30 15 10
New Student Orientation 15 15 15
Total Unit 
Requirements 75 60 55
* The designated year of admission does not reflect the number of credits the 
student earned for fulfilment of curriculum requirements and the expected 
duration before he/she can graduate. The actual number of transfer credits to 
be granted for fulfilment of curriculum requirements will follow the relevant 
academic regulations regarding credit transfer.  As such, the student may 
require longer period than normal programme duration for fulfilling the 
curriculum requirements.
1 Inbound Exchange Students who study one term or two terms at Lingnan 
University are not required to take ILP.   
2 Outbound Exchange Students refer to students who spend one term overseas 
or in the Chinese Mainland under Ofﬁce of Global Education.
Table 2 – Outbound Exchange for One Term
ILP Learning Domains
Minimum ILP Unit Requirements
Outbound Exchange2 
(1 Term)  
Year 1 Admittees on a 
4-year Programme
Outbound Exchange2 
(1 Term)  
Year 2 Admittees on a 
4-year Programme
Outbound Exchange2 
(1 Term)  
Senior Year Admittees 
on a 4-year Programme
2014-15 intake 
onwards
2014-15 intake 
onwards
2012-13 intake 
onwards
Civic Education 5 5 5
Intellectual Development 5 5 5
Physical Education 5 5 5
Social and Emotional 
Development
5 5 5
Aesthetic Development 5 5 5
Hostel Education 5 5 5
Free Electives 22.5 7.5 2.5
New Student Orientation 15 15 15
Total Unit 
Requirements
67.5 52.5 47.5
Special cases other than the above are subject to the approval of 
the Management Committee of ILP and CEP and Senate.
Students are encouraged to plan their ILP schedule 
early and take some ILP activities each year.
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Registration Procedures
1. Online Registration
 1.1 Online Registration -  Dates & Time Slots
 The online registration is scheduled from 29 to 30 January 2018. 
The online registration can be processed through the Internet. Please 
refer to the time schedule below and click into http://portal.LN.edu.hk 
for enrolment. 
The quota of most ILP courses will be evenly allocated in each time slot during the days of online registration 
period in order to provide equal opportunities for students. For fee-paying activities, you are encouraged to 
make ePayment (online) to quickly secure your enrolment. 
Target 
Students
Dates & Time 
Slots
Last Digit of
Student ID Card Number 
Dates of Payment
Year 4 
Students 
29 January 2018 (Mon) ePayment (Online):
29 Jan 2018 (Mon),18:00 – 
30 Jan 2018 (Tue), 16:00
Cash Payment (at SSC):
30 Jan 2018 (Tue)
10:00 – 12:30 & 
13:30 - 16:00
18:00 – 19:30 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
19:45 – 21:15 0, 2, 4, 7, 9
Year 3 
Students 
29 January 2018 (Mon)
21:30 – 23:00 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
23:15 – 00:45 0, 2, 4, 7, 9
Year 2 
Students 
30 January 2018 (Tue) ePayment (Online):
30 Jan 2018 (Tue) 18:00 – 
31 Jan 2018 (Wed), 16:00
Cash Payment (at SSC):
31 Jan 2018 (Wed)
10:00 – 12:30 & 
13:30 - 16:00
18:00 – 19:30 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
19:45 – 21:15 0, 2, 4, 7, 9
Year 1 
Students 
30 January 2018 (Tue)
21:30 – 23:00 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
23:15 – 00:45 0, 2, 4, 7, 9
Target Students Dates & Time Slots Last Digit of Student ID Card Number
Year 4 Students 
31 January 2018 (Wed)
18:00 – 19:30 0, 2, 4, 7, 9
19:45 – 21:15 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
Year 3 Students 
31 January 2018 (Wed)
21:30 – 23:00 0, 2, 4, 7, 9
23:15 – 00:45 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
Year 2 Students 
1 February 2018 (Thu)
18:00 – 19:30 0, 2, 4, 7, 9
19:45 – 21:15 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
Year 1 Students 
1 February 2018 (Thu)
21:30 – 23:00 0, 2, 4, 7, 9
23:15 – 00:45 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
 1.2 Online Add-drop – Dates & Time Slots
Online Add-drop is scheduled from 31 January to 1 February 2018, 
except the courses with fees. The online add-drop can be processed 
through the Internet. Please refer to the time schedule below and 
click into http://portal.LN.edu.hk for enrolment. Please note that no 
add-drop will be entertained after 1 February 2018 under normal 
circumstances. Dropping an activity after that date will only be 
entertained with valid reasons such as mid-term tests. 
*If students fail to settle the payment with the payment period (Table 1.1 above), their 
enrollment will be cancelled accordingly.
 1.3 Arrangement on Course Fee and/or Deposit
Some of the ILP activities require course fees and/or deposits. 
Students should settle the payment either by:
(i)  ePayment^ via myLingnan Portal (http://portal.LN.edu.hk) ; OR
(ii) Cash via SSC:
Respective Learning Domain(s) Responsible Staff
Civic Education, Aesthetic Development and 
Hostel Education
Mr. Jeffy Lau at WYLG01/16
Social and Emotional Development and 
Intellectual Development:
Ms. Elaine Yam at WYLG01/18
Physical Education Dr. Mok Kam Ming at WYL G01/1
6 1.4 Restriction on Registration
Each student is allowed to take a maximum of 30 ILP units during 
the online registration. The registration system will not allow students 
to enrol more than 30 ILP units in this round of registration. This 
arrangement is implemented to prevent students from over-enrolment 
so that the places can be allocated evenly to students.
To make the best use of the limited resources, SSC reserves the right 
to lower the enrolment priority of students who have already met the 
75 ILP unit requirements. 
Things to note:
1)  Deposit is only refundable (i) after the completion of full course/
activity or the attendance requirement is fulfilled OR (ii) when the 
course/activity is cancelled due to low enrolment. 
2)  Course fee is only refundable when the course/activity is cancelled 
due to low enrollment. 
3)  Please make sure your bank account information is updated in 
myLingnan Portal (http://portal.LN.edu.hk) before the completion of 
any course/activity, otherwise, the refund may be forfeited. 
 Click "Academics"→"Student Services"→"View Student Bank 
Account Information" to update your bank account information.
Important Points to Note
1. Attendance Requirement
 1.1 Class Attendance
Students are expected to be punctual and attend the full ILP course. 
Students are either allowed to sign in within 15 minutes from the 
scheduled start time, or sign out 15 minutes before the scheduled 
end time of each ILP session. Exceeding the limit, the student’s 
attendance for that session will not be counted.
To avoid any disturbance during the University Assembly and 
music performance, signing out is only allowed at the scheduled 
end time of each ILP session.
 1.2 Completion Rate
In general, students are required to achieve 80% attendance in an 
ILP course in order to be qualiﬁed for its ILP unit(s). 
 1.3 Excused Absence
Students may apply for sick leave or leave with a valid reason from the 
responsible SSC staff by presenting the necessary documentations, 
which must be submitted before the absence or within 3 working 
days after the absence. 
 1.4 Unexcused Absence
Absence without a valid reason is not allowed. Absentees will be 
recorded and will have to bear the consequence of registering ILP 
activities only in the second round of online add-drop in the next term 
if they are absent from ILP activities 3 times or more.
 1.5 Cost incurred after completion of academic requirements
As approved by Senate Meeting of 6 October 2001, ILP taken after 
completion of academic requirements will normally be charged at 
costs incurred for your notice, i.e. to pay 1% of the tuition fee for a 
full-time student for every hour of ILP course(s) taken.
2.     Medium of Instruction
ILP activities are conducted in Cantonese, unless otherwise speciﬁed. Some 
activities are conducted in English.  
2. Additional ILP activities after Online Registration
Various departments, student societies and Student Services Centre may 
offer additional ILP activities to students each month. Students should pay 
attention to corresponding emails, social media and posters to look for 
updates.
Students are encouraged to print out their registration 
records after online registration and attend the ILP 
activities accordingly.
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Recognised University Teams 
Members of the university teams (listed below) who have reached 80% 
attendance of regular training in one academic year will be awarded maximum 
12 ILP units in the respective domains.
Sports Teams
Physical Education – 12 ILP units
Badminton Team Judo Team Swimming Team Volleyball Team
Basketball Team Karate Team Table-tennis Team Woodball Team
Dragon Boat Team Rowing Team Taekwondo Team Soccer Team
Fencing Team Rugby Team Tennis Team
Handball Team Squash Team Track & Field Team
Cultural Teams
Aesthetic Development – 12 ILP units
Chinese Debate Team Putonghua Debate Team
Lion Dance & Martial Arts Team University Choir
Frequently Asked Questions
1. How can I check my ILP record?
You can check both your ILP record in Degree Works anytime in the 
University Portal (http://portal.LN.edu.hk). To enter Degree Works:
(i) Go to Lingnan website;
(ii) Click into“myLingnan Portal”;
(iii) Log in with your login name and password
(iv) Click into“Academics”;
(v) Cl ick  into“Academic Advis ing and Degree Audit ing”under 
              “Degree Works”;
(vi) Select“ILP / CE”.
Your registered ILP courses will be shown in Degree Works. Please mark 
the registered ILP courses in your own schedule and attend the courses 
accordingly. A reminder email will also be sent to you 3 days before any 
course starts.
If you ﬁnd any discrepancy in your ILP record on the web transcript, kindly 
contact Ms Elaine Yam at 2616 7304 or via email (sselaine@LN.edu.hk). 
2.  Other than the ILP activities published in this booklet, are there any 
others available for us? 
  Additional ILP activities may be held each month. You can access the latest 
ILP information through any of the following channels:
 (i) Web class schedule on the University Portal mentioned in question 1, 
 (ii) ILP website (http://www.LN.edu.hk/ssc/ilp),
 (iii) ILP Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/lingnanilp),
 (iv) Notice boards of the Student Services Centre (SSC),
 (v) Emails sent by the ILP Team (email: ilpcom@LN.edu.hk), and
 (vi) Promotion by academic /non-academic units and student societies.
3.  I am a non-Cantonese speaking student. Any special assistance can 
be arranged? 
  Upon special requests and when resources are available, English interpretation 
can be arranged. If you are interested in any of the ILP activities, you may 
contact:
 Ms Elaine Yam (Tel: 2616 7304 / Email: sselaine@LN.edu.hk)
8Civic Engagement
All students admitted from 2012/13 to 2015/16, Year 2 and Year 3 students 
admitted in 2016/17, and new senior year (Year 3) admittees in 2017/18 are 
required to complete a minimum of 5 hours of training and 25 hours of service 
practicum in Civic Engagement as a graduation requirement. Ofﬁce of Service-
Learning and Student Services Centre are two main offices offering Civic 
Engagement opportunities to students. 
Participants of the ILP courses under Civic Engagement programme will also 
be awarded CE training hours and/or CE practicum hours. These programmes 
aim not only at fostering students’ civic responsibility, ethical attitude and 
commitment in the community, but also enhancing students’ creative and 
innovative capabilities. 
For the number of CE training hours and practicum hours, you can 
obtain the detai led information from Civic Engagement website at 
http://www.LN.edu.hk/ssc/ce.
Leadership Enhancement Programme
Serving as an office-bearer of a student society is always a challenging and 
yet rewarding experience. You will not only serve your fellow students and the 
University but also train yourself, from being a young adult to becoming an 
engaged and involved leader, possessing both vision and passion. To equip 
you for this transformational experience, a series of leadership development 
programmes has been specially designed for you to gain a better understand the 
key concepts of leadership and to equip you with integrity and competence as a 
student leader. 
Key Qualities of Student Leaders of Lingnan University  
1. Share the vision and mission of Lingnan Liberal Arts Education
2. Respect and care for others  
3. Always think for the future, learn from the past and act in the now 
4. Plan for, and anticipate goals  
5. Master effective communication skills 
6. Task delegation throughout the members of the team 
7. Influencing others to participate 
8. Embracing new ideas 
9. Gaining an awareness of the rules 
10. Aspiring to be a role model for your fellow students 
ILP Units Awarded to Office-bearers of Student Societies
To recognise your learning experience in serving as an ofﬁce-bearer of a student 
society, ILP units will be awarded to you if you  
1. have completed at least 2 hours of the Leadership Enhancement Programme 
listed above before or during term while serving the student society; 
2. have completed the term of services of the student society; and 
3. have obtained the approval of the supervising unit. 
Details about the accrual of ILP units awarded are as follows: 
An additional certiﬁcate will be awarded to you when you have completed 6 ILP units 
or above in the training, including Workshop on Team Leadership, and acquired the 
ILP units in the practicum. 
For more details, please refer to http://www.ln.edu.hk/ssc/leadership-enhancement/lep 
Student Societies Training under Leadership Enhancement Programme 
Practicum (in the domain of 
Social & Emotional Development) Total 
Supervising Units Endorsing the award 
of ILP units for Practicum 
Committee Members & 
Assistant Members of 
Students’ Union (SU) 
2 ILP units + 
13 ILP units 15 units + SU 
Committee Members 
of Student Hostel 
Associations 
11 ILP units 13 units + Respective Warden Offices 
Committee Members 
of Programme-based 
Societies 
11 ILP units 13 units +
Association of Arts Programme 
Senate of Society of Social Sciences 
Senate of Business Administrative Society 
Committee Members 
of Clubs and Societies 
registered under SU 
7 ILP units 9 units + SU 
Committee Members of 
Groups under Student 
Services Centre  
7 ILP units 9 units + SSC 
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Programmes with ILP units by Academic /  
Non-academic Units and Student Societies 
Apart from the ILP activities organized by SSC, we also welcome new and creative 
activities organized by academic /non-academic units and student societies. For 
the guidelines and the application details, please visit the following websites: 
Academic /Non-academic Units:
http://www.ln.edu.hk/ssc/ilp/resources/application/department
 
Student Societies:
http://www.ln.edu.hk/ssc/ilp/resources/application/society 
Lists of approved programmes are also available on the website for 
your information and participation.
Membership of ILP and CEP 
Management Committee
Chairman
Dr Li Dong Hui Associate Vice-President (Student Affairs)
Members
Ms Berry Yuen Senior Administrative Manager of Registry
Ms Grace Ho
 Senior Educational Development Manager of Teaching and 
Learning Centre
Ms Queenie Chan
 Assistant Information Manager I of Information Technology 
Services Centre
Ms Ivy Kan Senior Assistant Librarian of Library
Ms Constance Chan
Service-Learning Teaching Fellow of Office of Service  
 Learning
Ms Jenny Ko Director of Student Services
Ms Connie Wong Assistant Director of Student Services
Ms Ng Wing Naam Students’ Union Representative
Secretary
Ms Elaine Yam
Assistant Student Services Manager I of Student Services  
 Centre
Contacts
General Enquiry
Tel. No. Email Address
2616 7411 ilpcom@LN.edu.hk 
2616 7026 (For Physical Education) lincn@LN.edu.hk 
ILP Team
Name Tel. No. Email Address
Ms Elaine Yam 2616 7304 sselaine@LN.edu.hk
Mr Jeffy Lau 2616 7403 jeffylau@LN.edu.hk
Mr Stanley Chu 2616 7367 kakitchu@LN.edu.hk
Ms Pauline Tse 2616 7411 paulinet@LN.edu.hk
Ms Elaine Tsang 2616 7405 tsangyl@LN.edu.hk
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Lingnan High-Flyers
The Lingnan High-Flyers programme is an exclusive and highly selective 
programme designed to cultivate our outstanding students with 
entrepreneurial mindset and leadership. The entrepreneurial mindset not 
only provides a lens for one to see problems as opportunities, but also 
gives conﬁdence for one to solve problems by one’s courage, creativity, 
resilience and ability to strive for higher achievements in life A true high-
flyer should be an impactful and influential global leader in the future, 
beneﬁting him/herself, the community and beyond.
Objectives:
At the end of the programme, participants should be able to:
1. Cultivate an entrepreneurial mindset and attitude;
2.  Equip with a specific set of tools for solving problems and taking 
advantage of opportunities;
3.  Chart a clear roadmap for moving from inspiration to implementation; 
and
4.  Set high goals of life.
In Term 2 of 2017-18, the selected participants will compete in Phase 1 
& 2 (more details below) to become our recognized Lingnan High-Flyers. 
In summer 2018, the High-Flyers will receive awards of huge values, 
such as a 3-day Executive Leadership Training Programme (conducted 
by Dale Carnegie Training® Hong Kong), and a subsidised study tour to 
Europe/Asia.
H
IG
H
-FLYERS
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Phase I – Training Workshops by Dale Carnegie 
Training® Hong Kong 
(Late January – Early March 2018)
These workshops aim at boosting your entrepreneurship skills, problem-
solving skills, decision-making skills, emotional intelligence and insights into 
the needy community.
CRN Date Event Time Venue ILP Units
5477 24/1/2018 (Wed)
Lingnan High-Flyers
Kick Start Briefing 
Session
18:30
–
20:30
MBG07 2 (INT)
5478 29/1/2018 (Mon)
Workshop I: 
How to Handle 
Multiple Demands on 
your Time
17:00
–
19:00
LBYG01 2 (INT)
5479 5/2/2018 (Mon)
Workshop II: 
Business Presentation 
Skills
17:00
–
19:00
LBYG01 2 (INT)
5480 12/2/2018 (Mon)
Workshop III: 
Analyse Problems and 
Make Decisions
17:00
–
19:00
LBYG01 2 (INT)
5787 26/2/2018 (Mon)
Workshop IV: 
Business For GOOD
17:00
–
19:00
LBYG01 2 (CIV)
5788
3/2/2018 & 
24/2/2018
(Sat)
Emotional Intelligence 
(Group A)
10:00
–
17:30
AM317 6 (SOE)
5789
10/2/2018 & 
3/3/2018
(Sat)
Emotional Intelligence 
(Group B)
10:00
–
17:30
AM317 6 (SOE)
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Phase II – High-Flyers Challenge 
(March – April 2018)
• Participants who have excellent performance in Phase I will be selected 
to enter Phase II – Selection Competition. They shall form teams (4 to 5 
members in a team) to plan and execute their projects with innovative 
ideas and achievable tasks.
• The professional trainers of a Dale Carnegie Training® Hong Kong will 
regularly meet and coach the teams for advices and suggestions.
• Each team will present their projects to our panel of judges on the 
Presentation Day in April 2018.
• 20 outstanding performers will be recognised as our “Lingnan High-
Flyers”.
Date Event Time Venue
7/3/2018 
(Wed)
Release of Selection Results - 
Phase II – – – –
12/3/2018 
(Mon)
Phase II Project Brieﬁng & 
Workshop on Team Collaboration
17:00
–
19:00
TBA
19/3/2018 
(Mon)
Coaching Session 1  
(30 min/team)
14:00
–
18:00
TBA
11/4/2018 
(Wed)
Coaching Session 2  
(45 min/team)
10:00
–
18:00
TBA
21/4/2018 
(Sat) Project Presentation Day
10:00
–
18:00
MBG07
H
IG
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Phase III - Awards to Lingnan High-Flyers 
(June 2018)
Full-sponsorship for attending the 3-day Executive Leadership Training 
Programme conducted by Dale Carnegie Training® Hong Kong.
Date Event Time Venue
28/5/2018 
(Mon)
Present with Impact and Influence 
as a High Flyer
10:00
–
18:00
TBA
29/5/2018 
(Tue)
How to prepare, plan, act and 
behave like a Global Leader 
(Part 1)
10:00
–
18:00
TBA
30/5/2018 
(Wed)
How to prepare, plan, act and 
behave like a Global Leader 
(Part 2)
10:00
–
18:00
TBA
Sponsorship to join one of the study tours with different themes:
• Opportunities from “One Belt One Road” initiative; or
• Culture appreciation in Europe/North America;
Networking cum Closing Event (September 2018)
• Share the achievements of the Lingnan High-Flyers programme
• Introduce the Lingnan High-Flyers to honourable guests such as potential 
employers, media and staff etc., in this grand closing event.
WHO should apply?
• ALL Year 1 to Year 3 Full-time Undergraduate Students
• Good Academic Standing, preferably with cGPA 3.0 or above
WHAT do we expect from applicants?
• Applicants should have a keen interest in developing their potentials in 
entrepreneurial spirit, leadership, global perspective, critical thinking, 
interpersonal skills, and enthusiasm.
• Applicants should be ready to face challenges and commit to the tight 
schedule throughout the programme.
• Applicants should attend most of the seminars/workshops/events etc. with 
satisfactory attendance rate.
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HOW to apply?
Submit the following documents to ilpcom@LN.edu.hk or Student 
Services Centre:
• Application Form; (Download from the programme website)
• Full resume;
• Latest copy of transcript showing cumulative GPA; and
• Supporting documents as appropriate.
WHAT else should you know?
• No fees/deposits are required for participating in Phase I of the 
programme.
• Participants in Phase I will have to go through a selection process in 
order to enter Phase II.
• Attend the “Lingnan High-Flyers Kick Start Briefing Session” (18:30/ 
24 January 2018/ MBG07) to ﬁnd out more details.
• We are not sure if you will become one of the final Lingnan High-
Flyers, but we are sure you will not become one if you don’t take 
your first step.
Apply now!
Lingnan High-Flyers Programme Website:
www.LN.edu.hk/ssc/highflyers
+
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CIVIC EDUCATION
課程 / 活動
Courses / Activities
頁 Page
FYEP AYEP&
Section
嶺南藝術節 2018 ―《持續發展與社會》電影系列
Lingnan Arts Festival ― "Sustainability and Society" Film Series
《塑料王國》電影欣賞會 ― 廢物管理與
環境保護
Film Screening ― Plastic China:  
Waste Management and Environmental Protection
E P 19
《塑膠海洋》電影欣賞會 ― 塑膠污染和
解決之道
Film Screening ― A Plastic Ocean:  
Plastic Pollution and Impact on Sea Habitant
E P 19
NEW
NEW
香港百年遊系列     Hong Kong Stories Series
觸景生情 ― 幾代香港人的生活記憶
Touching Moments ― Old Memories in Hong Kong C P 20
消失中的城市建築 ― 香港歷史圖像精選
1880s –1990s
Vanishing Architecture ― Selected Images of Hong Kong 
1880s –1990s
C P 21
NEW
綠色生活系列     Green Living Series
香•草•原 – 香草花水製作及香草種植
工作坊
Herboland – Herbal Flower Water and Herbs  
Workshop
C P 21
NEW
領袖訓練系列     Leadership Enhancement Programme
學生組織之誠信與管治
Anti-corruption – Integrity & Governance for  
Student Societies
C P 22
公民參與系列     Civic Engagement Series
平等機會活動 – 衝破成見的共融與多元
Equal Opportunities Awareness – Breaking 
Stereotypes
E C P 23
平等機會活動 – 手語與聽障文化
Equal Opportunities Awareness – Knowing about 
People with Hearing Impairment  
C P 23
「我的老友」懂很多事情的
Equal Opportunities Awareness – My Best Buddies 
Are Talented
C P 24
「公民參與」社會服務分享會
Workshop on Reﬂection in Service Experiences
C P 25
NEW
NEW
NEW
LEP
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 課程 /活動歡迎所有嶺南大學本科生參與 
     Courses/ Activities Open to All Undergraduate Students of Lingnan University
 全新課程 /活動
 New Courses / Activities
 「庄友」訓練系列課程 /活動
           Courses / Activities of Leadership Enhancement Programme       
C  課程 / 活動以廣東話進行
       Courses / Activities offered in Cantonese       
E  課程 / 活動以英語進行
 Courses / Activities offered in English         
M  課程 / 活動以普通話進行 
 Courses / Activities offered in Mandarin
NEW
LEP
嶺南歷史    Lingnan History
尋溯嶺南根
Lingnan Root Seeking Journey C P 25
課程 / 活動
Courses / Activities
頁 Page
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嶺南藝術節 2018 ─ 
《持續發展與社會》電影系列
Lingnan Arts Festival 2018 —  
“Sustainability and Society” Film Series
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????
The Sustainability and Society Film Series put together two documentaries, namely Plastic 
China and Plastic Ocean, which both acutely point to the global environmental issue of 
plastic wastes. Students will be challenged to re-think and reﬂect upon their usual ways of 
using plastic products as well as to think of how these issues can be responsibly addressed 
at different levels of society.
《塑料王國》電影欣賞會 — 廢物管理與環境保護
Film Screening — Plastic China: Waste Management and 
Environmental Protection                
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the programme, students are able to:
 1. Understand the plastic recycling industry in China;
 2. Recognize plastic pollution as a rapidly increasing serious issue of global 
concern; and
 3. Reduce plastic waste in daily-life.                                                                         
Description : This film documents a plastic recycling facility in a small town dedicated 
to the business of processing plastic waste. It tells a heart-breaking story 
about an unschooled 11-year-old girl Yi-Jie, she?s a truly global child who 
learns the world through the United Nations of Wastes while working with 
her parents in a recycle workshop thousand miles away from their mountain 
village home town, while dreaming of going to school. Kun, the ambitious 
boss of the workshop, who works so hard and dreaming of a better life. 
Through the story of these two families, the film explores how these wastes 
recycled by the bare hands of families, and discovers their dilemma and 
choices of suffering irreversible damages on life just to make a living. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5761 15/3/2018 (Thu) 1730-1930 MBG07
Instructor/ 
Speaker Prof. Jonathan Fong (Assistant Professor, Science Unit, Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction English
ILP Unit(s) 2
《塑膠海洋》電影欣賞會 — 塑膠污染和解決之道
Film Screening— A Plastic Ocean: Plastic Pollution and 
Impact on Sea Habitant             
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the programme, students are able to:
 1. Understand the significant impact of plastic pollution;
 2. Recognize the danger of continual and massive disposal of plastic 
products; and
 3. Rethink the use of plastic and raise awareness of its ultimate threat to 
human health.                                                           
Description : A Plastic Ocean is an adventure documentary shot on more than 20 locations 
over the past 4 years. Explorers Craig Leeson and Tanya Streeter and a team 
of international scientists reveal the causes and consequences of plastic 
pollution in the world?s oceans. The film documents how plastics, once they 
enter the oceans, would break up into small toxic particulates that enter the 
food chain. These toxins are stored in seafood's fatty tissues which eventually 
consumed by human and posed serious threats to human health. The film 
aims to get people more aware of the plastic pollution issue and continue 
limiting their waste by habit in the future.
NEW
NEW
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《塑膠海洋》電影欣賞會 — 塑膠污染和解決之道
Film Screening— A Plastic Ocean: Plastic Pollution and 
Impact on Sea Habitant             
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5762 22/3/2018 (Thu) 17:00 – 19:30 LBYG02
Instructor/ 
Speaker
Mr. Willy Kwong
 (Executive Director of The Jane Goodall Institute) & 
Prof. Mark McGinley 
(Head and Professor, Science Unit, Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction English
ILP Unit(s) 2.5
香港百年遊系列
Hong Kong Stories Series
??????????????????????????????????
???????????
Several topics are designed to introduce Hong Kong?s historical and social developments. 
Students will acquire more knowledge on early development of Hong Kong with different 
angles.
觸景生情 — 幾代香港人的生活記憶
Touching Moments — Old Memories in Hong Kong
   AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????????
 2. ???????????
 3. ??????????????????                                                          
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5763 8/2/2018 (Thu) 17:00-19:00 AM319
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Cheng Po Hung 
(Honorary Adviser to the Hong Kong Museum of History, Hong Kong 
Heritage Museum and University Museum and Art Gallery of HKU)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
NEW
NEW
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消失中的城市建築 – 香港歷史圖像精選 1880s–1990s
Vanishing Architecture – Selected Images of Hong Kong 1880s–1990s
   FYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ??????????????????
 2. ???????????
 3. ??????????????????                                             
?? : ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? 
???
CRN Date Time Venue
5764 22/2/2018 (Thu) 17:00-19:00 AM319
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Cheng Po Hung 
(Honorary Adviser to the Hong Kong Museum of History, Hong Kong 
Heritage Museum and University Museum and Art Gallery of HKU)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
綠色生活系列
Green Living Series
?????????????? , ??????????????????
???????? ? ??????????????? , ????????
??????????????????
Do you realize the fact that the natural environment of our planet is degrading quickly 
and disastrously? There is no time to waste to turn your lifestyle into a conservative and 
sustainable way. Let green living be your color of living. 
香•草•原 — 香草花水製作及香草種植工作坊
Herboland — Herbal Flower Water and Herbs Workshop
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????????????????????
 2. ???????????????????
 3. ?????????                                               
?? : ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
NEW
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香•草•原 — 香草花水製作及香草種植工作坊
Herboland — Herbal Flower Water and Herbs Workshop
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5765 10/3/2018 (Sat) 11:30-14:00
Herboland, Lamma 
Island
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Representative of Herboland
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2.5
ILP Unit(s) $100
Assembly Time 
and Point
09:15 at the Main Entrance of Lingnan University
Remarks
1. Transportation will be arranged. Please be punctual.
2. Participants shall take away a bottle of their hand-made ﬂower 
water (80-100g) and a pot of herb (2 inches). Please bring your 
own recycle bag.
3. The herbs being used in the workshop may depend on the weather 
and temperature.
領袖訓練系列
Leadership Enhancement Programme
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
New office-bearers have to shoulder a lot of responsibilities. Do they have to learn from 
mistakes? Is there any short-cut?
學生組織之誠信與管治
Anti-corruption – Integrity & Governance for Student Societies
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1.??????????????????????
 2. ??????????????
 3. ??????????                                       
?? : ???????????????????????? ?????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5766 7/2/2018 (Wed) 16:00 – 17:00 LBYG02
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms Connie Tang (Community Relations Officer)
 ICAC Regional Office (NTNW)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1
NEW
LEP
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公民參與系列
Civic Engagement Series 
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????Civic 
Engagement?????????????? 5???????????? 25
???????? ????????????????????????
???????www.LN.edu.hk/ssc/ce?
This series aims not only at fostering students? leadership skills, civic responsibility, 
ethical attitude and commitment in the community, but also enhancing students? creative 
and innovative capabilities. The training is about leadership skills, knowledge of civic and 
societal issues, competence development, etc. which prepare students for the service 
practicum. Civic Engagement (CE) is a graduation requirement for Year 2 students or above. 
CE requires students to complete a minimum of 5 hours of training and 25 hours of service 
practicum. For detail: www.LN.edu.hk/ssc/ce.
平等機會活動 — 衝破成見的共融與多元
Equal Opportunities Awareness — Breaking Stereotypes
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the programme, students are able to:
 1. Understand ways to break the stereotypes imposed on ethnic minority 
(EM) youth; and
 2. Improve students' awareness on equal opportunities.                                                              
Description : A short film "Own Voices: Breaking Stereotypes" produced by an ethnic 
minority (EM) filmmaker will be screened. The filmmaker and the guest 
speakers will share their views on breaking stereotypes after screening. 
Students will enter the cultural world of EM and learn more about how 
breaking the stereotypes imposed on EM youth. They'll also explore ways to 
promote an inclusive community.
CRN Date Time Venue
5767 20/3/2018 (Tue) 16:30-18:00 MBG07
Instructor/ 
Speaker
Prof. Liza Leung 
(Associate Professor, Department of Cultural Studies, Lingnan University)
Guests from KELY Support Group
Medium of 
Instruction English and Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
CE Training 
Hour(s)
1.5
平等機會活動 — 手語與聽障文化
Equal Opportunities Awareness— Knowing about 
People with Hearing Impairment
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????????????
 2. ???????????????                      
?? : ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? (????? )?
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????
NEW
NEW
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平等機會活動 — 手語與聽障文化
Equal Opportunities Awareness— Knowing about 
People with Hearing Impairment
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5768 21/3/2018 (Wed) 16:30-17:30 MBG22
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Representative from Chinese YMCA of 
Hong Kong Y's Men's Centre for the Deaf
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1
CE Training 
Hour(s)
1
「我的老友」懂很多事情的
Equal Opportunities Awareness – My Best Buddies Are Talented
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????????????????
 2. ???????????????
?? : ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5769 22/3/2018 (Thu) 16:30-17:30 MBG22
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Representative of Best Buddies Hong Kong of Fu Hong Society
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1
CE Training 
Hour(s)
1
NEW
NEW
25
FYEP AYEP&
「公民參與」社會服務分享會
Workshop on Reﬂection in Service Experiences
   AYEP   
?? : 1. ???????????? ;
 2. ?????????? ; ?
 3. ?????????? ;
?? : ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????? (Civic Engagement) ?
???
 1. ???????????
 2. 5?????? ILP ??????????? (Civic Education- Civic 
Engagement programme) ???? 5??????????????
??????????????? 5??????
 3. 25???? : ?????????? (L.O.V.E)?????????
?????????????????????????? 25?
????
 *????????????CE????????? : http://www.
LN.edu.hk/ssc/ce 
CRN Date Time Venue
5770 12/4/2018 (Thu) 16:00-17:00 AM317
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Representative of SSC
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1
CE Training 
Hour(s)
1
?? ????????????????? 1/4/2018????? love@LN.edu.hk ????????www.LN.edu.hk/ssc/ce/
嶺南歷史
Lingnan History
?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
This series aims at raising the sense of belonging of Lingnan students by introducing 
several topics of the history of Lingnan: the University, the Alumni Association, the songs 
and traditions, and the development of Lingnan Education Organization.
尋溯嶺南根
Lingnan Root Seeking Journey (Seminar)
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????
 1.?????????????????
 2. ?????????????????
?? : ???????, ??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5771 10/4/2018 (Tue) 18:00-20:00 MBG19
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Representative of Lingnan University Alumni Association (Hong Kong)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
C
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U
C
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課程 / 活動
Courses / Activities
頁 Page
智育發展
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
畢業起步篇     Career Preparation Series
美國之路 — 如何在異鄉開拓未來
Road to America: A New Future Rising
M P 29
傳訊行業分享會 : 就業機遇及前景 (廣告、公關、 
市場營銷及項目管理 )
Panel Discussion: Career Opportunities and Prospects of 
Communications Industry (Advertising, PR, Marketing 
Communications and Event Management)
C P 29
求職錦囊 II之 晉身新聞傳媒工作攻略
Job Hunting Forum II: Embark on a Thrilling Career in
Journalism
C P 30
嶺薈計劃 — 校友事業分享會
Lingather Programme — Alumni Career Advising Night
C P 31
求職信與履歷表撰寫基本法講座  
(適合暑期就業 /實習申請者 )
Career Talk on Fundamental Cover Letter & CV Writing 
(for Summer Employment / Internship Seekers)
C P 31
科學與科技篇     Science and Technology Series
透視長江流域生物多樣性
Species Diversity in the Yangtze River Basin
M P 31
AlphaGo的啟示 — 機器學習：從提升效率到
鬥智鬥力
PInspiration of AlphaGo — Machine Learning: From  
Efficiency to Intelligence
E P 32
氣候危機：防洪策略與沿海城市發展
The Climate Crisis: Flood Risk Management Strategies 
and Coastal City Development
E P 33
FYEP AYEP&
Section
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
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 ILP推介
 ILP's Choice
 課程 /活動歡迎所有嶺南大學本科生參與 
     Courses/ Activities Open to All Undergraduate Students of Lingnan University
 全新課程 /活動
 New Courses / Activities
 「庄友」訓練系列課程 /活動
           Courses / Activities of Leadership Enhancement Programme       
C  課程 / 活動以廣東話進行
       Courses / Activities offered in Cantonese       
E  課程 / 活動以英語進行
 Courses / Activities offered in English         
M  課程 / 活動以普通話進行 
 Courses / Activities offered in Mandarin
NEW
LEP
學習機會篇     Learning Opportunities Series
了解學生交換計劃
Opportunity for Student Exchange Programmes   
E P 34
應用技巧篇     Applied Skill Series
資訊科技應用技巧工作坊                                                                                                    
Applied Information Technology Skills Workshops                                                  
E C P 35
圖書館資料搜集技巧工作坊                                                                                                    
Library Information Skills Workshops                                                                                                   
E C P 35
資訊科技能力測驗及自學課程 (IIMA206)                                        
Information Technology Fluency Programme (ITFP) (IIMA206)            
E P 35
課程 / 活動
Courses / Activities
頁 Page
FYEP AYEP&
Section
29
FYEP AYEP&
事業起步篇 Career Preparation Series
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????
Through a series of career forums and sharing session, you will be able to understand more 
about your own self and the work world so that you can better prepare for future careers.
美國之路 — 如何在異鄉開拓未來
Road to America: A New Future Rising
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????
 1. ???????????????????????????
 2. ??????????????????????????? 
???
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5485 5/2/2018 (Mon) 14:30 – 16:00 LBYG02
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Zhengyu Huang
(Chairman of Yu Capital; CEO of ViewFind; Former White House Fellow 
under US President Obama; Special Assistant to the Administrator for 
US Agency for International Aid (USAID); Former Managing Director of 
Intel Corporation; MBA, Harvard Business School; M.S. in Computer 
Science, B.S. in Industrial Engineering, B.A. in Economics, Stanford 
University)
Medium of 
Instruction Mandarin
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
傳訊行業分享會 : 就業機遇及前景
(廣告、公關、市場營銷及項目管理 )
Panel Discussion: Career Opportunities and Prospects of Communications 
Industry (Advertising, PR, Marketing Communications and Event 
Management)
   AYEP   
?? : ??????????? :
 1.???????????????? ;
 2. ???????????? ; ?
 3. ??????????????????                                                         
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
NEW
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傳訊行業分享會 : 就業機遇及前景
(廣告、公關、市場營銷及項目管理 )
Panel Discussion: Career Opportunities and Prospects of Communications 
Industry (Advertising, PR, Marketing Communications and Event 
Management)
   AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5534 27/2/2018 (Tue) 17:00 – 19:00 MBG06
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Mary Lau
(Executive Director, Hong Kong, ORBIS);
Ms. Carmen Lee
(Associate Account Director, Ruder Finn Asia);
Mr. Francis Lam, 
The Head of Creative, Brand Communications International Limited; &
Mr. Patrick Wong
(Partner and Managing Director, 
Madcrade Online & Director,  Vizz Group)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
求職錦囊 II之 晉身新聞傳媒工作攻略
Job Hunting Forum II: Embark on a Thrilling Career in Journalism          
   AYEP   
?? : ??????????? :
 1.?????????????????? ;
 2. ?????????????????? ; ?
 3. ??????????                                                   
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????
CRN Date Time Venue
5750 7/3/2018 (Wed) 17:00 - 19:00 MBG07
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Man Cheuk-fei 
(Publisher and CEO of Master Insight Media Limited) & 
Mr. Ernest Chi
(Executive Chief Editor of HK01)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
嶺薈計劃 - 校友事業分享會
Lingather Programme - Alumni Career Advising Night
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ??????????? :
 1. ?????????????????? ;
 2. ?????????????? ; ?
 3. ?????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????
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嶺薈計劃 - 校友事業分享會
Lingather Programme - Alumni Career Advising Night
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5536 15/3/2018 (Thu) 19:00 - 21:30
Lingnan House, 1/F 
Amenities Building
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Outstanding Lingnan Alumni from various Career Fields
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1
Registration 
Method
Please refer to email from SSC
求職信與履歷表撰寫基本法講座 (適合暑期就業 /實習申請者 )
Career Talk on Fundamental Cover Letter & CV Writing 
(for Summer Employment / Internship Seekers)
   AYEP   
?? : ??????????? :
 1. ???????????????????
 2. ?????? ; ?
 3. ?????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
? /????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5537 2/3/2018 (Fri) 16:30 -18:30 MBG22
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Irene Chan
(Professional Career Consultant &
Former HR Manager of BNP Paribas Hong Kong)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
科學與科技講座系列
Science and Technology Seminar Series
This series aims at introducing Lingnan community to contemporary issues in science and 
technology. This series brings together experts from various fields of science to introduce 
topics about water ecology, artificial intelligence and global climate change. Students 
will be challenged to expand their horizons and reflect on societal, technological and 
developmental issues relating to the modern world we live in today. 
透視長江流域生物多樣性
Species Diversity in the Yangtze River Basin
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????
 (1)????????????????????
 (2) ????????????????????
 (3) ???????????????
?? :  ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?? (???????????? ) ??????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????
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透視長江流域生物多樣性
Species Diversity in the Yangtze River Basin
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5482 1/3/2018 (Thu) 17:30 – 19:00 MBG01
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Dr. Shu Fengyue
?Visiting Scholar of the Science Unit, Lingnan University?
Medium of 
Instruction Mandarin
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
AlphaGo的啟示 — 機器學習：從提升效率到鬥智鬥力
Inspiration of AlphaGo – Machine Learning: From Efficiency to Intelligence
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  After the seminar, students are able to:
 1. describe the basic tasks of machine learning and their potential 
applications;
 2. explore how machine learning benefits the discovery of knowledge and 
development of intelligent learning techniques;
 3. discuss the future foresights and challenges of machines learning and 
technology development.
Description : Machine learning uses computer programs to automatically learn from 
experience and adapt to new data with no or very little human interference. 
It includes learning to perform various types of tasks, including making 
prediction, automatically dividing data into groups, and playing a game 
against an opponent. In the past decades machine learning has greatly 
reshaped our lives, and very recently has received much attention all over the 
world because of AlphaGo and other applications of deep learning. 
 This seminar will cover basic tasks of machine learning, how they can be 
performed, and their potential applications. In particular, it will introduce a 
subfield of machine learning which aims to discover causal knowledge from 
observed data and makes use 
NEW
NEW
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氣候危機：防洪策略與沿海城市發展
The Climate Crisis: Flood Risk Management Strategies and 
Coastal City Development
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  After the seminar, students are able to:
 1. understand the issues of social-economic developments, climate change 
and ﬂood risk in Chinese coastal cities; 
 2. describe the past and current strategies of flood risk management 
practices in the Chinese coastal cities from the study cases; and
 3. discuss the future foresights and challenges of ﬂood risk management in 
the Chinese coastal cities.
Description : More than 4% of the total world's population currently resides in coastal 
mega-cities, particularly those in East Asia which have expanded rapidly and 
are heavily stressed from ﬂood and other climate challenges. This seminar 
will introduce the cases and challenges of Hong Kong, Ningbo and other 
coastal cities that have undergone significant physical and socio-economic 
transformations, over emphasis on socio-economic development, and mostly 
under-estimation of ﬂood risk and climate change adaptation. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5484 12/4/2018 (Thu) 17:30 – 19:00 MBG01
Instructor/ 
Speaker
Dr. Faith Chan (Assistant Professor, School of Geography, University of 
Nottingham, Ningbo campus)
Medium of 
Instruction English
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
AlphaGo的啟示 — 機器學習：從提升效率到鬥智鬥力
Inspiration of AlphaGo – Machine Learning: From Efficiency to Intelligence
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5483 8/3/2018 (Thu) 17:30 – 19:00 LBYG01
Instructor/ 
Speaker
Dr. Zhang Kun 
(Assistant Professor, Carnegie Mellon University)
Medium of 
Instruction English and / or Mandarin
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
NEW
NEW
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FYEP
學習機會篇
Learning Opportunities Series
????????????????????????????????
??
There are abundant learning opportunities and resources waiting for you, it counts on you 
to grasp them!
了解學生交換計劃
Opportunity for Student Exchange Programmes (SEP)   
   FYEP   
Objective :  After the seminar, students are able to:
 1. describe the idea of SEP offered by the University;
 2. list out the planning strategies of application for the SEP;
 3. be aware of the value of life experiential learning through the SEP.                                 
Description : Your new university life opens up numerous exciting adventures for you. 
Exchange overseas or in Mainland China could be one of the challenging 
options for your whole-person development and international exposure. 
To learn more about Student Exchange Programmes (SEP), check out the 
website of the Office of Global Education (OGE): www.LN.edu.hk/oge. This 
session is especially tailored for those who would like to have a better plan 
for their University?s experience. Areas of consideration such as choices of 
exchange destinations, financial assistance, academic fulfillment, as well as 
the application requirements and procedures will be introduced.
CRN Date Time Venue
5751 26/2/2018 (Mon) 16:30 -17:30 MBG22
Instructor/ 
Speaker
Ms Tracy Kwok 
(Assistant Programmes Manager II (Outgoing Exchange), 
Office of Global Education, Lingnan University) &
Ms Jamie So 
(Assistant Programmes Manager II (Outgoing Exchange), 
Office of Global Education, Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction English
ILP Unit(s) 1
35
AYEP
應用技巧篇
Applied Skills Series
?????????????????????????????????
???????
Through a series of information technology skills and library information skills workshops, it 
makes your university learning easier.  
資訊科技應用技巧工作坊                                                                                                    
Applied Information Technology Skills Workshops
   AYEP   
工作坊介紹 :	
??????????? (ITSC) ??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????
?????????http://www.ln.edu.hk/itsc/desktop/ilp
???? Medium of Instruction?
??? / English (in the presence of non-local students)
圖書館資料搜集技巧工作坊                                                                                                    
Library Information Skills Workshops
   AYEP   
工作坊介紹 :	
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????
?????????http://www.library.ln.edu.hk/help/classes/
???? Medium of Instruction?
??? / English (in the presence of non-local students)
資訊科技能力測驗及自學課程 (IIMA206)                                                                               
Information Technology Fluency Programme (ITFP) (IIMA206)
   AYEP   
??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
???????? 2012-13???????????? (????????
?????????????????????????????????
???
? 2012-13????????????????????????????
????? 2 ILP?????????????????????????
????????????????????
?? Introduction to Information Literacy?????????????????
??????????????? ILP??????
??????????????????http://tlc.ln.edu.hk/itfp/
The ITF programme which comprises an ITF Test and an online self-learning programme, 
equip students with necessary IT skills for their study and future career development. 
With effect from 2012-2013, all undergraduate students enrolling in a Lingnan University 
undergraduate programme are required to pass the ITF Test as a requirement for 
graduation. 
Only Year 1 students of the 2012-13 in-take are eligible to enroll the test. Students who 
pass the test will obtain two ILP units in 'Intellectual Development' domain and an ITF 
Certificate issued by the Teaching and Learning Centre. It will also be recorded in the 
graduate transcript. There is no limit on the number of attempts students can make to pass 
the test. 
Students who have passed the course Introduction to Information Literacy will be given an 
exemption from the IT Fluency Test. They are, however, required to complete all the other 
university ILP requirements. 
For enquiries or registration for a test session, please go to the ITFP website: http://study.
ln.edu.hk/itfp/
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課程 / 活動
Courses / Activities
頁 Page
體育發展
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
武術課程     Martial Arts
拳擊
Boxing C P 43
搏擊
Muay-Thai Boxing   C P 44
劍擊
Fencing C P 44
柔道
Judo  C P 45
空手道
Karate  C P 45
跆拳道
Taekwondo  C P 45
詠春
Ving Tsun  C P 46
球類課程     Ball Games
羽毛球 (初班 )
Badminton (Elementary) C P 39
籃球 (初班 )
Basketball (Elementary)     C P 39
足球 (初班 )
Soccer (Elementary) C P 40
壁球 (初班 )
Squash (Elementary)  C P 40
乒乓球 (初班 )
Table-tennis (Elementary) C P 40
網球 (初班 )
Tennis (Elementary)    C P 41
排球 (初班 )
Volleyball (Elementary) C P 41
健體課程     Physical Fitness
健體舞 
Aerobic Dance  C P 42
健體班 
Bodybuilding   C P 42
康健人生 
Fit for Life   C P 42
瑜伽  
Yoga C P 43
FYEP AYEP&
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課程 / 活動
Courses / Activities
頁 Page
 全新課程 /活動
 New Courses / Activities
 「庄友」訓練系列課程 /活動
           Courses / Activities of Leadership Enhancement Programme       
C  課程 / 活動以廣東話進行
       Courses / Activities offered in Cantonese       
E  課程 / 活動以英語進行
 Courses / Activities offered in English         
M  課程 / 活動以普通話進行 
 Courses / Activities offered in Mandarin
以上課程 /活動的體育器材均由學生服務中心提供
All Sports Equipment are provided by Student Services Centre.
參加以上課程 /活動的同學出席時必須穿著合適服裝，嚴禁穿著牛仔褲及拖鞋
Students are required to dress appropriately of attending in the above courses/activities. 
No jeans and slippers are allowed.
體育發展活動歡迎嶺南大學所有年級本科生參與。
Activities under Physical Education open to all undergraduate students of Lingnan University.
其他課程    Others
牛仔舞
Jive C P 46
華爾茲
Waltz C P 47
FYEP AYEP&
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球類活動 BALL GAMES
?? 7???????????????????
Up to seven different ball games available, training students to diverse interests.
羽毛球 (初班 )
Badminton (Elementary)                                              
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????????????????
 2. ?????????????????????????????
?????????
 3. ????????????????
?? :  ???????? 19???????? (Badminton) ???????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????
CRN Date Time Venue
5492 13/2, 27/2, 6/3, 13/3, 20/3 
& 27/3/2018 (Tue)
10:30-12:00
Badminton Court, 
Sports Complex
5493 12:00-13:30
5494 14/2, 7/3, 14/3, 21/3, 28/3 
& 4/4/2018 (Wed)
10:30-12:00
5495 12:00-13:30
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Leung Wai Lee 
(Coach of Badminton Team of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
籃球 (初班 )
Basketball (Elementary)
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ????????????
 2. ???????????????????????????? 
?????
 3. ???????????????                                                                
?? :  ?????? 1891?????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5496
9/2, 23/2, 2/3, 9/3, 16/3 & 
23/3/2018 (Fri)
11:00-12:30
Basketball Court, 
Sports Complex
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Lee Tat Shing 
(Coach of Basketball Team of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
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足球 (初班 )
Soccer (Elementary)
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????
 2. ?????????????????????????????
????
 3. ???????????????                                                                                                                
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
? 19???????????????????????????
???????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5497
13/2, 6/3, 13/3, 20/3, 27/3 
& 3/4/2018 (Tue)
15:00-16:30
Soccer Pitch,
Outdoor Sports 
Ground
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Yau Wo Kan
 (Coach of Soccer Team of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
壁球 (初班 )
Squash (Elementary)                                                 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ??????????????
 2. ??????????????????????????????
 3. ????????????                                                                                      
?? :  ????? 19????????Squash ????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5498 22/2, 1/3, 8/3, 15/3, 22/3 
& 29/3/2018 (Thu)
10:30-12:00 Squash Court,  
Sports Complex5499 12:00-13:30
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Wong Chi Keung, Eric
 (Coach of Squash Team of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
乒乓球 (初班 )
Table-tennis (Elementary) 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????????????????
 2. ???????????????????????????
 3. ????????????????                                                                
?? :  ?????? 19??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????
41
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乒乓球 (初班 )
Table-tennis (Elementary) 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5500
22/2, 1/3, 8/3, 15/3, 22/3 
& 29/3/2018 (Thu)
12:00-13:30
Room 3, Student 
Activities Centre
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Yam Tak Yiu
 (Coach of Table-tennis Team of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
網球 (初班 )
Tennis (Elementary)
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ??????????????????
 2. ???????????????????????????????
 3. ???????????????                                                                
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5501
13/2, 27/2, 6/3, 13/3, 20/3 
& 27/3/2018 (Tue)
10:00-11:30 Tennis Court, 
Outdoor Sports 
Ground5502
22/2, 1/3, 8/3, 15/3, 22/3 
& 29/3/2018 (Thu)
10:00-11:30
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Shea Pui Tak, Taylor
 (Coach of Tennis Team of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
 排球 (初班 )
Volleyball (Elementary)                                                  
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????????????????????
 2. ?????????????????????????????? 
? ?
 3. ?????????????????????                                                                
?? : ????? 1895??????????????????????
??????????????????????????? 1.98??
?????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5503 9/2, 23/2, 2/3, 9/3, 16/3 & 
23/3/2018 (Fri)
13:30-15:00 Volleyball Court, 
Sports Complex5504 15:00-16:30
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms Cheng Yuk Lap, Echo
 (Assistant Manager I, Physical Education, of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
42
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健體課程 PHYSICAL FITNESS
?????????????????????????????
Good level of physical fitness can ensure physical and mental health, and improve life 
quality.
健體舞
Aerobic Dance                                                   
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????????
 2. ???????????
 3. ??????????                                                                
?? : ?????????????????????????????
????????????????                                                                                              
CRN Date Time Venue
5505 13/2, 27/2, 6/3, 13/3, 20/3 
& 27/3/2018 (Tue)
16:00-17:30 Room 2, Student 
Activities Centre5506 17:30-19:00
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Liu Jian 
(Experienced Aerobic Instructor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
健體班
Bodybuilding 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ????????????????
 2. ????????????????????
 3. ??????????                                                                
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? 
???
CRN Date Time Venue
5507
14/2, 7/3, 14/3, 21/3, 28/3 
& 4/4/2018 (Wed)
12:00-13:30
Fitness Room,  
Sports Complex
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Chan Ping Hong, Ellis 
(Experienced Physical Fitness Instructor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
康健人生
Fit for Life 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ????????????????
 2. ????????????
 3. ??????????                                                                
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????
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康健人生
Fit for Life 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5508
14/2, 7/3, 14/3, 21/3, 28/3 
& 4/4/2018 (Wed)
10:30-12:00
Fitness Room,  
Sports Complex
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Chan Ping Hong, Ellis
 (Experienced Physical Fitness Instructor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
瑜伽
Yoga
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????????????
 2. ????????????????????????
 3. ??????????                                                                                                    
?? :  ???????????????????????????????
???????????
CRN Date Time Venue Venue
5509 12/2, 26/2, 5/3, 12/3, 
19/3 & 26/3/2018 (Mon)
10:00-11:30
Room 2, Student 
Activities Centre
Ms. Wong 
Man Shan, 
Joyce
5510 11:30-13:00
5511 22/2, 1/3, 8/3, 15/3, 22/3 
& 29/3/2018 (Thu)
14:00-15:30
5512 15:30-17:00
5513 13/2, 27/2, 6/3, 13/3, 
20/3 & 27/3/2018 (Tue)
13:00-14:30 Ms. Liu Jian, 
Candy5514 14:30-16:00
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
武術課程 MARTIAL ARTS
7????????????????????????????????
????
Up to seven different types of martial arts courses available, enhancing students' fitness 
level and self-defense ability.
拳擊
Boxing
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????????
 2. ??????????????????????????
 3. ??????????         
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
44
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拳擊
Boxing
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5515
12/2, 26/2, 5/3, 12/3, 19/3 
& 26/3/2018 (Mon)
15:30-17:00 AM110
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Chan Kwok Hung
 (Experienced Instructor of the Hong Kong Boxing Association)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
搏擊
Muay-Thai Boxing 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????????
 2. ????????????????????????
 3. ??????????                                                                
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5516
12/2, 26/2, 5/3, 12/3, 19/3 
& 26/3/2018 (Mon)
17:00-18:30 AM110
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Chan Kwok Hung 
(Experienced Instructor of the Hong Kong Boxing Association)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
劍擊
Fencing 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ??????????????
 2. ???????? (???????????????? )??
 3. ????????? ?????                                                                          
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5517
12/2, 26/2, 5/3, 12/3, 19/3 
& 26/3/2018 (Mon)
19:30-21:30
Table-tennis Room, 
Sports Complex
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Wan Hiu Fai 
(Licensed Fencing Instructor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
45
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柔道
Judo 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????????
 2. ??????????????????
 3. ??????????                                                               
?? :  ??????????????1882?????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5518
22/2, 1/3, 8/3, 15/3, 22/3 
& 29/3/2018 (Thu)
19:00-21:00
Room 3, Student 
Activities Centre
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Chan Hung Wai 
(Coach of Judo Team of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
空手道
Karate 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ??????????????
 2. ???????????????????
 3. ??????????                                                              
?? :  ?????????????????1879??????????
????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5519
9/2, 23/2, 2/3, 9/3, 16/3 & 
23/3/2018 (Fri)
19:30-21:30
Room 3, Student 
Activities Centre
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Lo Ho Yin
 (Registered Coach of the Karatedo Federation of Hong Kong, China)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
跆拳道
Taekwondo 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ??????????????
 2. ???????????????????
 3. ??????????                                                              
?? :  ???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
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跆拳道
Taekwondo 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5520
13/2, 27/2, 6/3, 13/3, 20/3 
& 27/3/2018 (Tue)
18:30-20:30
Room 3, Student 
Activities Centre
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Wong Chi Nam 
(Coach of Taekwondo Team of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
詠春
Ving Tsun
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????
 2. ????????? (???????????????????
??? )??
 3. ??????????                                                              
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????          
CRN Date Time Venue
5521 12/2, 26/2, 5/3, 12/3, 19/3 
& 26/3/2018 (Mon)
11:00-12:30
AM320
5522 12:30-14:00
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Leung Kai Kin, Kenny 
(Experienced Ving Tsun Instructor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
其他課程 OTHERS
?????????????????????????????????
???????????
In addition to swimming, fitness, ball games and martial arts courses, Student Services 
Centre also offers other alternative physical education courses to broaden students' 
horizons.
牛仔舞
Jive                             
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ????????????????????
 2. ??????????????????
 3. ??????????????           
?? :  ?????????????????????? 4/4???? 42-44
??????????????????????????????
????????????????          
47
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牛仔舞
Jive                             
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5523
14/2, 7/3, 14/3, 21/3, 28/3 
& 4/4/2018 (Wed)
13:30-15:00
Room 2, Student 
Activities Centre
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Lam Kim Wa, Linda
(Licenced Instructor of the National Association of Teachers of Dancing)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
華爾茲         
Waltz                          
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ????????????
 2. ????????????????
 3. ??????????????           
?? :  ?????????????????????????? 3/4??
??????????????????????????????
????
CRN Date Time Venue
5524
14/2, 7/3, 14/3, 21/3, 28/3 
& 4/4/2018 (Wed)    
15:00-16:30
15:00-16:30
Room 3, Student 
Activities Centre
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Lam Kim Wa, Linda
 (Licenced Instructor of the National Association of Teachers of Dancing)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
DEVELOPMENT
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課程 / 活動
Courses / Activities
頁 Page
群育及情緒發展
SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT
健康情緒管理系列     Healthy Emotion Management Series
繪畫敘述在個人發展和情緒管理的魅力
The Use of Narrative Drawing Intervention (NDI) in 
Personal Development and Emotional Management
C P 53
禪繞繪畫與靜觀
Zentangle Drawing and Mindfulness Workshop E C P 53
身心靈伸展
Body and Mind: Stretching for Relaxation  E C P 54
健康情緒管理系列     Healthy Emotion Management Series
計劃報告工作坊
Tips on Writing Proposal and Report C P 54
全方位活動統籌工作坊
Programme Planning and Management for  
Student Societies
C P 55
學生領袖系列：團隊溝通、調解及衝突處理技巧
Student Leaders Workshop: Skills for 
Bargaining and Conﬂict Resolution
C P 55
悟宿基金外展訓練計劃
Providence Foundation Leadership Training Programme C P 55
自我了解系列     Self-understanding Series
性格類型：自我認識
Self-understanding on Your Personality Type E C P 50
「跟自己約會吧！」表達藝術治療體驗工作坊
"A Date with Myself" — Expressive Arts Therapy 
Experiential Workshop 
C P 50
人際關係篇     Inter-personal Intelligence Series
性格透視 ®與溝通 (工作坊 )
Personality Dimensions® & Communications Workshop C P 51
「演講技巧訓練」系列
Toastmasters Training for Public Speaking                                      E P 52
FYEP AYEP&
Section
 ILP推介
 ILP's Choice
 課程 /活動歡迎所有嶺南大學本科生參與 
     Courses/ Activities Open to All Undergraduate Students of Lingnan University
 全新課程 /活動
 New Courses / Activities
 「庄友」訓練系列課程 /活動
           Courses / Activities of Leadership Enhancement Programme       
C  課程 / 活動以廣東話進行
       Courses / Activities offered in Cantonese       
E  課程 / 活動以英語進行
 Courses / Activities offered in English         
M  課程 / 活動以普通話進行 
 Courses / Activities offered in Mandarin
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自我了解系列 
SELF-UNDERSTANDING SERIES
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
????????
Through participating in this series of workshops, students are able to raise their awareness 
in self-understanding and self-appreciation.
性格類型：自我認識
Self-understanding on Your Personality Type
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the talk, students are able to:
 1. understand their individual personality and uniqueness;
 2. build up individual life goals; and
 3. work out individual potentials and strengths.                                                                                      
Description : Why should we learn our personality types? Learning personality types is 
a way for better self-understanding. When you know what motivates and 
energizes you mostly, you can seek for more opportunities in developing your 
skills and strategies to work out your strengths and potentials. You may then 
become more well-rounded and capable of achieving great things in your life. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5419 1/3/2018 (Thu) 15:00 – 17:30 AM319
Instructor/ 
Speaker
Ms. Yam Wan Lin Elaine
(Assistant Student Services Manager I of Lingnan University and MBTI Step 
1 & 2 Certificated Instructor)
Medium of 
Instruction English / Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2.5
「跟自己約會吧！」表達藝術治療體驗工作坊
"A Date with Myself" — Expressive Arts Therapy Experiential Workshop 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ??????????
 2. ?????????
 3. ??????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
NEW
NEW
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「跟自己約會吧！」表達藝術治療體驗工作坊
"A Date with Myself" — Expressive Arts Therapy Experiential Workshop 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5420 13/2/2018 (Tue)
15:30 – 18:00 AM319
5421 27/2/2018 (Tue)
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Ms. Julie Fung (ANZATA Registered Arts Therapist)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2.5
人際關係篇 
INTER-PERSONAL INTELLIGENCE SERIES
??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
Through participating in this series of workshops, students can be helped to better relate 
with others with good communication skills, and public speaking.
性格透視®與溝通 (工作坊 )
Personality Dimensions® & Communications Workshop
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????????
 2. ????????????
 3. ????????????????????
?? :  ????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? (Personality 
Dimensions®)????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5422 7/3 & 14/3/2018 (Wed) 14:30 – 16:30 AM319
Instructor/ 
Speaker
Ms. Yam Wan Lin Elaine
(Assistant Student Services Manager I of Lingnan University and Personality 
Dimensions® Level I Facilitator)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 4
NEW
52
FYEP AYEP&
「演講技巧訓練」系列
Toastmasters Training for Public Speaking
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the talk, students are able to:
 1. Demonstrate the techniques required in English public speaking and refine 
it through constant practice.
 2. Develop competent listening and evaluation skills for the delivery of 
constructive feedback.
 3. Identify the resources  and name the channels and opportunities available 
for students to develop as good communicators and leaders                                              
Description : The whole idea of Toastmasters Training is to develop students' English 
speaking skills effectively through delivering prepared and impromptu 
speeches in front of groups and by working with others in a supportive 
atmosphere. Participants are also involved in providing feedback and 
evaluation to one another's presentation. Students who are keen to acquire 
further qualifications in public speaking and leadership can join the Lingnan 
University Toastmasters Club as international member, joining speech 
contests and workshops, and continue to work towards the Toastmasters 
Competent Communicator and/or Competent Leader award.
CRN Date Time Venue
5528 24/1/2018 (Wed)
19:00 – 21:00 LBYG01
5529 7/2/2018 (Wed)
5530 7/3/2018 (Wed)
5531 21/3/2018 (Wed)
5532 4/4/2018 (Wed)
5533 18/4/2018 (Wed)
Medium of 
Instruction English
ILP Unit(s) 2 each
Date of Online 
Registration
For the first session on 24/1/2018, enrolment starts on 18 Jan 
2018 (Mon) via: 
http://www.ln.edu.hk/sys/ssc/coming_programmes/ 
For the other sessions, please enrol during the ILP registration period: 
29-30/1/2018
Students' 
comment
Public speaking was not as hard as I had imagined in the first 
place. My confidence came back since joining Toastmasters. With 
the help of the information workshops and insightful evaluations, 
not only my English proficiency improved greatly, but also my 
non-verbal communication skills. I found them extremely useful in my 
presentations in classes. (David Cai; BBA-HRM, Yr 3)
LEP
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健康情緒管理系列 
HEALTHY EMOTION MANAGEMENT SERIES
?????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? 
???
This series will offer you effective ways to understand your emotion status and how to 
handle your emotions with positive attitude.
繪畫敘述在個人發展和情緒管理的魅力
The Use of Narrative Drawing Intervention (NDI) in Personal 
Development and Emotional Management  
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????
 1. ????????????
??????
 2. ????????????
????????????
????????????
?????
 3. ??????????? 
???
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5437 11/4/2018 (Wed) 14:30 – 16:30 MBG07
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Dr. Monica Wong (Clinical Psychologist and Registered Art Therapist)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
禪繞繪畫與靜觀
Zentangle Drawing and Mindfulness Workshop 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the workshop, 
students will be able to: 
 1. acquire basic techniques of 
zentangle drawing;
 2. practise concentration and 
mindfulness during zentangle 
drawing; and
 3. enjoy mindfulness and zentangle.                                                                                                                                    
Description : Zentangle is a meditative art form. Unplanned patterns unfold your creativity 
and ﬂexibility. Just concentrate your doodling without distractions, without 
interruptions, without demands from the outside world. You are the 
cornerstone of your tribe to design your own unique patterns.
CRN Date Time Venue
5423 3/4/2018 (Tue) 14:30 – 16:30
AM319
5424 18/4/208 (Wed) 15:30 – 17:30
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Yam Wan Lin Elaine
(Assistant Student Services Manager I of Lingnan University and 
Certified Zentangle Teacher)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2 
Student 
Comments
• I can learn how to achieve mindfulness through art.
• I've learnt to be patient while I am drawing.
• I can learn how to release stress.
NEW
NEW
Students' works
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身心靈伸展
Body and Mind: Stretching for Relaxation  
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the workshop, students 
will be able to: 
 1. experience mindfulness and yoga;
 2. coordinate body movements and 
breaths according to the primary 
level of yoga poses; and
 3. enjoy mindfulness and yoga.                                                     
Description : This workshop will help students open 
their bodies and soothe the mind 
through gentle yoga poses. It will give 
you time to reconnect your body and 
mind by staying on yoga mat. By the 
practice of yoga and mindfulness, it 
will help you release daily stress.
CRN Date Time Venue
5432 15/3/2018 (Thu) 17:00 –18:30
AM3205433 22/3/2018 (Thu) 17:00 –18:30
5425 17/4/2018 (Tue) 18:30 – 20:00
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Prudence Wong (RYT 500)  and 
Ms. Yam Wan Lin Elaine
(Assistant Student Services Manager I of Lingnan University and RYT 500)
Medium of 
Instruction English / Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5 each
Students' 
comment
• How to use my body to improve my mind.
• Relax myself from pressure.
• Peaceful mind.
• Reach a healthy life.
領袖訓練系列
LEADERSHIP ENHANCEMENT PROGRAMME
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
New office-bearers have to shoulder a lot of responsibilities. Do they have to learn from 
mistakes? Is there any short-cut?
計劃報告工作坊
Tips on Writing Proposal and Report
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ?????????????
 1. ?????????????????????
 2. ???????????????
 3. ??????????????    
?? : ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
???????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5438 12/02/2018 (Mon) 15:30 – 16:30 AM319 
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Serena Leung 
(Student Services Officer, Student Services Centre)
Mr. Stanley Chu
(Student Services Officer, Student Services Centre)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1
NEW
LEP
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全方位活動統籌工作坊
Programme Planning and Management for Student Societies
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ?????????????
 1. ???????
 2. ??????????
?? : ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5439 17/3/2018 (Sat) 11:00 – 13:00 LKK101 
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Mr. Waylon Wu (Alumnus)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
學生領袖系列：團隊溝通、調解及衝突處理技
Student Leaders Workshop: Skills for Bargaining and 
Conﬂict Resolution
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ?????????????
 1. ?????????????????????
 2. ????????????????????
?? : ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5440 8/3/2018 (Thu) 16:00 – 18:00 AM319
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Albert So
 (Chairman of Hong Kong Mediation and Arbitration Centre)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
悟宿基金外展訓練計劃
Providence Foundation Leadership Training Programme
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????
?? : ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5441 28/5 – 3/6/2018 / Outward Bound Hong Kong
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Outward Bound Hong Kong
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese & English
ILP Unit(s) 6
Fee FREE! (Refundable deposit to be confirmed)
Assembly Time 
and Point
TBC
Details of 
Registration
An introduction session will be organized in March 2018 by the 
Outward Bound Hong Kong. Applications details will be announced 
via email in January 2018.
Enquiries
Ms Serena Leung
(Email: serenaleung@LN.edu.hk / Tel: 2616 7368)
LEP
LEP
LEP
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課程 / 活動
Courses / Activities
頁 Page
美育發展
AESTHETIC DEVELOPMENT 
書法藝術系列     Calligraphy Programme
中國書法入門 ― 行楷書
Fundamental Chinese Calligraphy – Kai Shu & Xing Shu C P 58
中國書法入門 ― 硬筆
Fundamental Chinese Calligraphy – Hard Pen C P 58
視覺藝術系列     Visual Arts Programme
嶺南派水墨畫 
Chinese Painting (Lingnan School of Painting) Workshop C P 59
肖像畫素描
Portrait Drawing  C P 59
FYEP AYEP&
Section
 全新課程 /活動
 New Courses / Activities     
C  課程 / 活動以廣東話進行
       Courses / Activities offered in Cantonese       
E  課程 / 活動以英語進行
 Courses / Activities offered in English         
M  課程 / 活動以普通話進行 
 Courses / Activities offered in Mandarin
美育發展活動歡迎嶺南大學所有年級本科生參與。
Activities under Aesthetic Development open to all undergraduate students of Lingnan University.
NEW
嶺南藝術節 2018     Lingnan Arts Festival 2018
開幕節目導賞 ―《女兒紅》
Pre-performance Talk – Women In Red C P 60
嶺南大學藝術節 2018開幕節目 ―《女兒紅》
Opening Event of Lingnan Arts Festival 2018 ―
Women In Red
C P 60
駐校藝術家講座 ― 後現代是否能“文藝復興”？
Seminar by Artist-in-Residence ― Can We Have a 
Renaissance in the Post-modern Era?
E P 61
演藝匯嶺南 :  拉丁探戈情緣
Performances@Lingnan : Tango with Eduardo Tami E P 62
拉丁音樂與探戈工作坊
Latin American Music and Tango Workshop E P 63
嶺南新韻 — 竹韻小集香港作品音樂會
New Voices of Hong Kong : Concert by Windpipe 
Chinese Music Ensemble
C P 63
香港舞蹈團舞蹈工作坊：熱舞面對面
Hong Kong Dance Company Workshop : 
Face-to-face Dance Passion 
C P 64
演藝匯嶺南 ：青協香港敲擊
Performances@Lingnan : HKYFG Hong Kong 
Youth Percussion
E P 64
演藝匯嶺南：香港舞蹈團《中國舞•民族情》
Performances@Lingnan : Hong Kong Dance Company :  
The National Spirit in Chinese
C P 65
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
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中國書法藝術
CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY PROGRAMME
?????????????????????????????????
?????????
Through the medium of form, way of handling the brush, presentation, and style, Chinese 
calligraphy is perceived as a work of art. The courses will let students learn how to write in 
Chinese traditional calligraphic forms step-by-step and experience the aesthetics of Chinese 
calligraphy.
中國書法入門 ― 行楷書法
Fundamental Chinese Calligraphy – Kai Shu & Xing Shu                                         
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ??????????????
 2. ????????????????
 3. ???????????????                                                                                                        
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
???
 ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????
 ??????????????????????????????
??????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5445
5/2?12/2?26/2?5/3?
12/3 & 19/3/2018 (Mon)
13:30 -15:00 AM317
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Lam Muk 
(Executive Committee Member of Hong Kong Calligraphers' Association)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 9
中國書法入門 ― 硬筆
Fundamental Chinese Calligraphy – Hard Pen
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????????????
 2. ???????????
 3. ???????????                                                                                                                                              
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5446
5/2?12/2?26/2?5/3?
12/3 & 19/3/2018 (Mon)
15:30 – 17:00 AM317
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Lam Muk
(Executive Committee Member of Hong Kong Calligraphers' Association)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 9
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 視覺藝術系列
VISUAL ARTS PROGRAMME
?????????????????????????????????
?????
The Visual Arts Programme will offer you a lot of opportunities to taste Western painting, 
Chinese painting and art works from various artists and painters.
嶺南派水墨畫
Chinese Painting (Lingnan School of Painting) Workshop                                        
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ????????????
 2. ?????????????????????
 3. ????????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5447 7/3?14/3?21/3?
28/3?4/4 & 11/4/2018 
(Wed)
13:30 - 15:30
AM317
5463 16:00 - 18:00
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Ho Wing Cheong
 (Well-established painter of the Lingnan School of Painting)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 12
肖像畫素描
Portrait Drawing
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1.????????????
 2. ???????????????
 3. ????????????????? ?                                                                                                                                    
?? :  ?????????????????????????????
3/4?????????????????????????? : ?
? ???????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5448
6/2?13/2?27/2?6/3?
13/3 & 20/3/2018 (Tue)
10:00 – 12:00 AM317
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Szeto Chi Ming, Marco 
(Well-established painter)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 12
60
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嶺南藝術節 2018 
Lingnan Arts Festival 2018
?????????????????????????????????
???????????
Lingnan Arts Festival aims to bring various forms of the arts from Hong Kong as well 
as other parts of the world to the Lingnan campus. Students will be able to enrich their 
cultural well-being through enjoying and taking part in a variety of arts and cultural 
activities including talks, film screenings and discussions, music performances, theatre, and 
dance workshops.
開幕節目導賞 ― 《女兒紅》
Pre-performance Talk – Women In Red
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????????
 2. ????????????????????
 3. ??????????????                                                                                                 
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5450 1/3/2018 (Thu) 17:30-19:00 MBG07
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Lai Yan Chi, Mo 
(President of FM Theatre Power,  Artistic Director of 
Mo Production Company Limited)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
嶺南大學藝術節 2018開幕節目 ― 《女兒紅》
Opening Event of Lingnan Arts Festival 2018 ― Women In Red 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????
 1. ????????????
 2. ????????????                                                                                           
?? :  ?????????????
 ????????? , ????????????????????
?? 2017??????? International Community Arts Festival????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????? (Playback Theatre)???????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????
 ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????
NEW
NEW
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嶺南大學藝術節 2018開幕節目 ― 《女兒紅》
Opening Event of Lingnan Arts Festival 2018 ― Women In Red 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5451 8/3/2018?Thu? 19:00 – 21:30 Chan Tak Tai 
Auditorium
Performer
Ms. Lai Yan Chi, Mo 
(President of FM Theatre Power, Artistic Director of 
Mo Production Company Limited)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2.5
駐校藝術家講座 ― 後現代是否能“文藝復興”？
Seminar by Artist-in-Residence ― Can We Have a Renaissance 
in the Post-modern Era?
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the talk, students will be able to:
 1. understand the nature of art and artists, as well as the potential and 
limitations of art in the post-modern age;
 2. appreciate the art in the post-modern age; and 
 3. explore what art is.                                                                                         
Description : "God is dead", we've discovered the universe and the atom, can we have a 
Renaissance today? By drawing comparison between our post-modern era 
and one of the best-known zeniths in Art history, this seminar aims to provide 
a brief personal inquiry into the role and the nature of art and artists, as well 
as the potential and limitations of art in the post-modern age. It attempts 
to see art holistically: in religion, in science, in philosophy, in psychology, 
in poetry and literature – and of course in art history, from Ancient Greece 
to the Song Dynasty, from Michelangelo to Bada Shanren, from Vincent 
van Gogh to Anselm Kiefer. Despite art being elusive with forever shifting 
boundaries, and that we can never define it, this seminar continues to 
explore: what art is.
NEW
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駐校藝術家講座 ― 後現代是否能“文藝復興”？
Seminar by Artist-in-Residence ― Can We Have a Renaissance 
in the Post-modern Era?
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5452 12/3/2018 (Mon) 16:30 - 18:30
Jonathan KS Choi 
Art Studio (NAB323)
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Lantian D. 
(Artist-in-Residence, Department of Visual Studies, Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction English
ILP Unit(s) 2
演藝匯嶺南 : 拉丁探戈情緣
Performances@Lingnan: Tango with Eduardo Tami
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the performance, students will be able to:
 1. identify the background of tango music; 
 2. recognise different tango styles; and
 3. enjoy the tango music.                                                                                  
Description : This concert features professional tango musician Eduardo Tami a renowned-
Argentinian musician, presents Tango Music by flute and different 
instrumental combinations with the Ensemble of The Music Circles. It 
will showcase a variety of musical styles, which may include modern and 
traditional tango (?? ) and milonga (??? ). Students will enjoy an 
evening music assortment of Latin ﬂavour.
CRN Date Time Venue
5453 13/03/2018 (Tue) 17:30 -19:00
Leung Fong Oi Wan 
Art Gallery
Performers
Mr. Eduardo Tami 
(Renowned Argentinian Musician)
Medium of 
Instruction English
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
NEW
NEW
An artwork of the series of Hortus Conclusus
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拉丁音樂與探戈工作坊
Latin American Music and Tango Workshop
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the workshop, students will be able to:
 1. enjoy tango jamming; 
 2. coordinate physical and musical sense in experiencing Tango and Latin 
American music; and
 3. play music with professional musicians.                                                                       
Description : This workshop gives students an opportunity to play music with professional 
tango musicians, led and coached by flutist Eduardo Tami, other 
instrumentalists and dancers. This allows students to experience new ways to 
approach Latin American dance and music. No prior experience is required to 
participate, but students are welcome to bring their own instruments to the 
workshop.
CRN Date Time Venue
5454 14/03/2018 (Wed) 11:00 -12:30
Leung Fong Oi Wan 
Art Gallery
Performers
Mr. Eduardo Tami 
(Renowned Argentinian Musician)
Medium of 
Instruction English
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
嶺南新韻 — 竹韻小集香港作品音樂會
New Voices of Hong Kong: Concert by Windpipe Chinese 
Music Ensemble
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????
 1. ?????????????
 2. ???????????????                                                                                      
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
???????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5455 14/3/2018?Wed? 17:30 – 19:00 MBG22
Performers Windpipe Chinese Music Ensemble
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
NEW
NEW
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香港舞蹈團舞蹈工作坊： 熱舞面對面
Hong Kong Dance Company Workshop: Face-to-face Dance Passion 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the workshop, students will be able to:
 1. visually identify a particular Yi dance;
 2. learn the basic footwork and expressions of Chinese dance; and
 3. dance with professional dancers.                                                           
Description : In this workshop, dancers from Hong Kong Dance Company will demonstrate 
a duet dance. The demonstration will be followed by in-depth teaching and 
an experiential session for students to learn the interesting steps and body 
movements of Chinese dance. The dance style is one of the examples of 
the Yi ethnic group and it expresses both the impassioned and restrained 
movements of a young couple in a love affair. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5456 19/03/2018 (Mon) 17:30-19:00
Leung Fong Oi Wan
Art Gallery 
Performers Hong Kong Dance Company
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
演藝匯嶺南：青協香港敲擊
Performances@Lingnan: HKYFG Hong Kong Youth Percussion 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the performance, students will be able to:
 1. identify different type of percussion instruments; 
 2. develop the rhythmic and musical sense in playing percussion; and
 3. understand how every person can make music in everyday life with 
everyday objects.                                                           
Description : This performance introduces the world of percussion music with an amazing 
showcase by Hong Kong Youth Percussion consisting of the adroit and 
energetic percussion teenagers from the local universities coached by the 
director Mr. Fu Yat-chung. Whether with eco-friendly recyclable instruments, 
everyday objects, Chinese drums, African Bongos or Brazil Samba, the Group 
can create an enjoyable and informal atmosphere for the audience. Students 
will have the opportunity to play and participate in the interactive session! 
This percussion performance will give students a relaxing start to the evening.
NEW
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演藝匯嶺南：青協香港敲擊
Performances@Lingnan: HKYFG Hong Kong Youth Percussion 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5457 20/03/2018 (Tue) 17:30-19:00
Leung Fong Oi Wan 
Art Gallery
Performers Hong Kong Youth Percussion
Medium of 
Instruction English
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
演藝匯嶺南：香港舞蹈團《中國舞•民族情》
Performances@Lingnan: Hong Kong Dance Company: 
The National Spirit in Chinese  
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the performance, students will be able to:
 1. identify and appreciate different Chinese dance styles; 
 2. understand China's historical background through dancing; and
 3. comprehend the relationship of different art forms in the Chinese context.
Description : The Lingnan Arts Festival presents with a fascinating showcase of Chinese 
dances. Incorporating the important elements of traditional dances, 
historical background, and Xiqu (?? ) into the performance, this abridged 
arrangement displays a number of classical (Han Dynasty), ethnic (Yunnan) 
and landscape dance excerpts. The programme will bring you into exploring 
the profoundness and depth of Chinese dance, as well as traditional 
literature, music, and the cultures of ethnic minorities in China. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5458 21/03/2018 (Wed) 17:30 -19:00
Chan Tak Tai 
Auditorium
Performers Hong Kong Dance Company
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
NEW
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課程 / 活動
Courses / Activities
頁 Page
宿舍教育
HOSTEL EDUCATION
香港崇正總會•霍藻棉樓 (B)主辦
 Organised by Tsung Tsin Association and Fok Cho Min Hall (B)
TFB：世界村
BB English Series: Global Village 2 E P 73
電影欣賞會
BB English Series: Movie Appreciation C P 73
TFB：社會創新
TFB: Social Innovation Workshop E P 74
職業分享會 — 銀行篇
Career Talk — Banking Industry C P 74
忠信逸民堂 (C)主辦
Organised by Chung Shun Yee Min Hall (C)
香港社會論壇 
Forum on Hong Kong Society C P 74
與主播對話
Talking with Anchor C P 75
手工皂製作坊
Handmade Soap Workshop C P 75
必學必知的勞工法
Must-know about Labour Laws C P 75
現代絲路行 
Discover the Mysterious Silk Road C P 76
學生服務中心主辦    Organised by Student Services Centre
沒有性騷擾的宿舍生活
A Hostel Life Free from Sexual Harassment C P 70
宿舍支柱：舍監辦事處、宿生會及層代
The Three Pillars in Student Hostels: Warden's Offices, 
Student Hostel Associations and Floor Representatives
C P 70
共建健康宿舍生活
Community Health Education for Hostel Residents C P 70
靜觀與瑜伽：阿斯坦加瑜珈
Mindfulness and Yoga: Ashtanga Yoga I E C P 71
蒙民偉樓東亞堂 (A) 主辦
Organised by William M W Mong Hall The Bank of East Asia Hall (A)
「禪繞畫」— 畫出好心情
Zentangle C P 71
皮具製作坊
Leather Goods DIY C P 72
人「性」的探究
Sex Education C P 72
在南極洲工作不是夢吧
Make a Difference: Working in Antarctica C P 73
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
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林護堂 (D)主辦    Organised by Lam Woo Hall (D)
陀飛輪：關於光陰的教訓
Watch Appreciation: Exploring Good Watches,  
Style, and More
C P 76
Dialogue with the Warden's Office C P 77
Hong Kong Studies Series: the Sino-British  
Negotiation on Hong Kong's Future C P 77
黃浩川堂主辦   Organized by Wong Hoo Chuen Hall
黃浩川堂電影欣賞會
WHC Movie Screening E P 83
課程 / 活動
Courses / Activities
頁 Page
賽馬會博雅堂 (G) 主辦    Organised by The Jockey Club New Hall (G)
瑜伽體驗
Yoga Experience C P 81
粵語詞彙及文化
Vocabulary and Culture of Cantonese C P 81
圍村風情畫 — 屏山歷史之旅
"Wais" and "Tsuens" — Ping Shan Historical Tour C P 81
NEW
NEW
NEW
賽馬會博雅堂 (H) 主辦   Organised by The Jockey Club New Hall (H)
書法揮春工作坊
Calligraphy and Fai Chun Workshop M P 82
校園尋寶大作戰
Campus English Treasure Hunt E P 82
瑜伽和靜觀練習
Yoga and Mindfulness Exercise C P 83
NEW
NEW
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NEW
NEW
賽馬會堂 (E) 主辦    Organised by The Jockey Club Hall (E)
研究生的日常
The Journey of Research Postgraduate Study C P 78
劇集分享 : 1千 5百萬里程的價值 
 (黑鏡第一季第二集 )
Drama Sharing: Fifteen Millions Merits 
(Black Mirror Season 1 Episode 2)
C E P 78
NEW
NEW
賽馬會堂 (F)主辦    Organised by The Jockey Club Hall (F)
耶魯大學校園生活分享及時間管理技巧
Sharing Session about Campus Life at Yale 
University and Time Management Skills
E P 79
綠色工作坊 (高階 )
Green Workshop (Advanced) C P 79
「香港人勁揪！」— 從 體育運動看身份認同
"Hongkongers Smash!" — Examine the Sense of
  Identity from Sports
C M P 80
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
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課程 / 活動
Courses / Activities
頁 Page
伍絜宜堂主辦   Organised by Wu Jieh Yee Hall (WJY)
WJY: 減壓瑜珈
WJY: Yoga for Stress Relief Workshop C P 83
WYJ 電影夜
WJY Movie Night C E P 84
與大自然接觸 — WJY遠足團
WJY Hiking Tour C P 84
我在邪惡軸心國，過得很快樂 :  
帶你走進真實的伊朗
I Am Happy in the Axis of Evil： 
Take You to Real Iran
C P 84
FYEP AYEP&
Section
NEW
 全新課程 /活動
 New Courses / Activities     
C  課程 / 活動以廣東話進行
       Courses / Activities offered in Cantonese       
E  課程 / 活動以英語進行
 Courses / Activities offered in English         
M  課程 / 活動以普通話進行 
 Courses / Activities offered in Mandarin
•  宿舍教育的活動歡迎嶺南大學所有年級本科生參與。
 Activities under Hostel Education open to all undergraduate students of Lingnan University. 
•  網上報名只限該宿舍所屬宿生，其他舍堂宿生或非宿生如有興趣其他宿舍之活動，
請直接與該舍堂的舍監辦事處聯絡。
 Hostel residents are only eligible to make online registration for the activities organised by their 
hostels. For other hostel residents or non-residents, please send the application request to the 
Warden's offices accordingly.
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學生服務中心主辦	
Organised by Student Services Centre
沒有性騷擾的宿舍生活
A Hostel Life Free from Sexual Harassment
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ??????????????
 2. ????????????????????
 3. ??????????????????????                                                         
?? : ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????            
CRN Date Time Venue
5434 7/2/2018 (Wed) 16:00 – 17:00 LBYG01
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms Doris Tsui
(Policy, Research and Training Officer, Equal Opportunities Commission )
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1
宿舍支柱：舍監辦事處、宿生會及層代
The Three Pillars in Student Hostels: Warden's Offices, Student Hostel 
Associations and Floor Representatives
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????????????????????????? 
 2. ??????????????????????????????? 
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5435 27/2/2018 (Tue) 16:30 – 17:30 LBYG01
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Members from Warden's Offices, Student Hostel
Associations and Floor Representatives from the Hostel
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1
共建健康宿舍生活
Community Health Education for Hostel Residents
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ?????????????????
 1. ?????????????
 2. ???????????
 3. ????????????????????                                                         
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5436 7/3/2018 (Wed) 16:00 – 17:00 LBYG01
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Registered Nurse from Hong Kong Red Cross 
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1
71
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靜觀與瑜伽：阿斯坦加瑜珈
Mindfulness and Yoga: Ashtanga Yoga I  
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the course, students are able to:
 1.  experience mindfulness and yoga;
 2.  coordinate body movements and breaths according to the primary series  
of Ashtanga yoga; and
 3. enjoy mindfulness and yoga.                                          
Description : Ashtanga Yoga is a kind of traditional Indian vinyasa yoga. With fixed 
sequence, it combines power and flexibility with movement, bandhas and 
breath, to produce an energetic and detoxifying practice. Students will be 
guided to practise the half primary series and finishing sequences. Suitable 
for students who wish to challenge their physical conditions with additional 
concentration and persistence. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5470
22/2, 1/3, 8/3, 15/3, 22/3, 
29/3, 12/4 & 19/4/2018 
(Thu)
19:00 – 20:30 AM320
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Elaine Yam (Registered Yoga Teacher 500-hour with Yoga Alliance and 
Assistant Student Services Manager I of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction English/Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 12
Student 
Comments
• Stretching the whole body to great extent.
• How to relax through doing yoga.
• Great experience.
蒙民偉樓東亞堂主辦 	
Organised by William M W Mong Hall The 
Bank of East Asia Hall
「禪繞畫」— 畫出好心情
Zentangle 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????????????                                                       
?? :  ?Zentangle?????????????????????????
?????????Zen??????????Tangle???????
????????????????????????????? , 
??????????????????????????????
????????????????
NEW
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「禪繞畫」— 畫出好心情
Zentangle 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5459 8/2/2018 (Thu) 19:00 – 20:30
Common Room,  William 
M W Mong Hall The Bank 
of East Asia Hall (A)  
Instructor/Speaker Ms. Kennis Lai (Certified Zentangle Teacher)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
Remarks Please note the poster from Warden's Office.
皮具製作坊
Leather Goods DIY
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ?????????????????????????                                
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5460 7/2/2018(Wed) 20:00 – 22:00
Common Room,  William 
M W Mong Hall The Bank 
of East Asia Hall (A)
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Ms. Nancy Lu (Senior Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
人「性」的探究
Sex Education
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????????                                                                
?? :  ?????????????????????????????? 
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5461 6/3/2018(Tue) 19:00 – 20:30
Common Room,  William 
M W Mong Hall The Bank 
of East Asia Hall (A)
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Prof. Annie Chan (Warden) 
Ms. Veronica Shek (Hostel Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
Remarks Please note the poster from Warden's Office.
NEW
NEW
NEW
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在南極洲工作不是夢吧
Make a Difference: Working in Antarctica 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ??????????????????????????????
????????                                                               
?? : ?? Wilson?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????Wilson??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????Wilson???????????????????
??????????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5462 14/3/2018 (Wed) 18:30 – 20:00
Common Room,  William 
M W Mong Hall The Bank 
of East Asia Hall (A)
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Mr. Cheung Wai Yin
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese 
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
香港崇正總會•霍藻棉樓 主辦	
Organised by Tsung Tsin Association and 
Fok Cho Min Hall (TFB)
TFB： 世界村
BB English Series: Global Village 2
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the talk, students are able to:
 1. Understand the meaning of Global Citizenship through knowing friends 
from different countries
 2. Know different cultures from all over the world and make new friends                     
Description : Invite non-local students to organize a workshop about the culture of their 
home countries and make new friends in Hong Kong.
CRN Date Time Venue
5542 8/2/2016 (Thu) 19:00 – 21:00
1st Floor Common Room, 
MEA Hall
Performers
Ms. Elaine Yam (Registered Yoga Teacher 500-hour with Yoga Alliance 
and Assistant Student Services Manager I of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction English
ILP Unit(s) 2
電影欣賞會
BB English Series: Movie Appreciation
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the talk, students are able to:
 1. understand more on our hostel theme "togetherness"
 2. provide a chance to communicate with other students 
 3. learn English from the movie                                           
Description : Invite non-local students to organize a workshop about the culture of their 
home countries and make new friends in Hong Kong.
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NEW
電影欣賞會
BB English Series: Movie Appreciation
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5543 28/02/2018 (Wed) 21:00 – 23:00
1st Floor Common 
Room, MEA Hall
Performers Mr. Mike Leung (Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese and English
ILP Unit(s) 2
TFB： 社會創新
TFB: Social Innovation Workshop
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :  At the end of the talk, students are able to:
 1. Understand the concept of social innovation and design thinking
 2. Cultivate the innovative culture in the campus setting                                         
Description : Invite dance lover in the hostel to form a group and practice healthy exercise 
and dance.
CRN Date Time Venue
5544 1/3/2018 (Thu) 19:00 – 21:00
1st Floor Common 
Room, MEA Hall
Performers Mr. Nicholas Ooi (Hostel Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction English
ILP Unit(s) 2 
職業分享會 – 銀行篇
Career Talk – Banking Industry
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective :   1. Let the students know more about banking industry
 2. Share how to better equip ourselves in the university life for the students 
who are interested in joining banking industry             
Description : A tutor, also an alumni of Lingnan University, will share his career experience 
about working as a Risk Analyst in the Investment Banking industry. Also, 
there will be an introduction of banking industry and a Q&A session.
CRN Date Time Venue
5545 28/03/2018 (Wed) 21:00 – 22:00
1st Floor Common 
Room, MEA Hall
Performers Mr. Mike Leung (Hostel Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1
忠信逸民堂主辦 
Organized by Chung Shun Yee Min Hall
香港社會論壇 
Forum on Hong Kong Society
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????
 1. ???????? 
 2. ?????????
 3. ?????                                                               
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
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NEW
香港社會論壇 
Forum on Hong Kong Society
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5430 12/4/2018 (Thu) 20:30 – 22:00
Common Room, 
CSYM Hall
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Prof. C. P. Lau (Warden)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
與主播對話
Talking with Anchor
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????
 1. ???????
 2. ???????
 3. ?????                                                             
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??? — ??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5426 5/2/2018 (Mon) 20:30 – 22:00
Common Room, 
CSYM Hall ( C )
Instructor / 
Speaker Ms. Ho Yuen Shan (Alumni)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
手工皂製作坊
Handmade Soap Workshop
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????
 2. ??????
 3. ?????????                                                      
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5427 23/3/2018 (Fri) 20:00 – 22:00
Common Room, 
CSYM Hall ( C )
Instructor / 
Speaker Ms. Ho Ka Yu (Hostel Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
必學必知的勞工法
Must-know about Labour Laws 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????
 1. ????????????
 2. ???????????
 3. ??????????????????                                             
?? :  ???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????
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必學必知的勞工法
Must-know about Labour Laws 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5428 12/3/2018 (Mon) 20:30 – 22:00 Common Room, CSYM Hall (C)
Instructor / 
Speaker Mr. Rico Ng (Hostel Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
現代絲路行 
Discover the Mysterious Silk Road 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????
 1. ???????????????
 2. ???????????
 3. ????????????????                                                   
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5429 8/2/2018 (Thu) 21:00 – 22:30 Common Room, CSYM Hall (C)
Instructor / 
Speaker Ms. Joanna Tsoi (Hostel Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
林護堂主辦 
Organised by Lam Woo Hall (Hostel D)
陀飛輪：關於光陰的教訓
Watch Appreciation: Exploring Good Watches, Style, and More
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : 1. ???????????????
 2. ????????????
 3. ???????????                                               
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
????? - ? sir - ??????????????????? sir ?
? YouTube Channel - Yipsir Timelog ????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????
NEW
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陀飛輪：關於光陰的教訓
Watch Appreciation: Exploring Good Watches, Style, and More
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5489 24/1/2018 (Wed) 20:30 – 22:00 Common Room, Lam Woo Hall 
Instructor / 
Speaker Mr. Joe Yip
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
Registration Please note Warden's Office's poster.
Dialogue with the Warden's Office
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective : 1. To provide a platform for residents to express their opinions and 
 communicate their needs to the Warden's Office;
 2. To help residents better understand their role and duties at Lam Woo Hall;
 3. To strengthen the relationship between the Warden's Office and residents.  
Description : This event opens an opportunity for residents to directly communicate with 
the Warden and tutors of Lam Woo Hall. The Warden's Office will address 
concerns and issues raised from residents. Both the Warden and tutors will 
explain different hostel facilities and their operation in order to achieve 
mutual understanding among different parties.
CRN Date Time Venue
5490 7/3/2018 (Wed) 20:00 – 22:00 Common Room, Lam Woo Hall
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Warden & Tutors
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
Hong Kong Studies Series: the Sino-British Negotiation 
on Hong Kong's Future
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective : 1. To promote a scholarly environment in the hostel. 
 2. To offer basic knowledge on Hong Kong's history, political development 
and social change in the 1980s. 
 3. To stimulate discussions related to Hong Kong's political development and 
social change in the hostel environment.               
Description : This event will provide an opportunity for Lam Woo Hall residents and 
others to learn about the most important part of Hong Kong's history - the 
Sino-British Negotiation on Hong Kong's future, and offer a platform for 
discussions on Hong Kong's socio-political issues in the hostel environment. 
A speaker will be hosting the talk and sharing his research findings from the 
British declassified files. Participants are also welcome to join the discussion. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5491 11/4/2018 (Wed) 20:00 – 21:30 Common Room, Lam Woo Hall 
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Hostel Tutors
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
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賽馬會堂 (E) 主辦 
Organised by The Jockey Club Hall (E)
研究生的日常
The Journey of Research Postgraduate Study
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????
 1. ????????????????
 2. ????????????
 3. ???????????                                               
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????
CRN Date Time Venue
5475 20/3/2018?Tue? 20:00 – 21:00 Common room, JCE
Instructor / 
Speaker
Ms. Mok Ka Yan (Hostel Tutor
Research Postgraduate Students)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1
劇集分享 : 1千 5百萬里程的價值 (黑鏡第一季第二集 )
Drama Sharing: Fifteen Millions Merits (Black Mirror Season 1 Episode 2)
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective : 1. Reﬂection on the modern entertainment industry
 2. Alienation in production.              
Description : Black Mirror is a British science fiction television anthology series created 
by Charlie Brooker. It centres around dark and satirical themes that examine 
modern society, particularly with regard to the unanticipated consequences 
of new technologies.
 Bing heard the voice Abi accidentally. He was greatly inspired by her voice, 
so He encouraged Abi to join the singing competition and even pay the 
registration fee for her. However, did Abi really can be a singer after she 
joined the competition?
NEW
NEW
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劇集分享 : 1千 5百萬里程的價值 (黑鏡第一季第二集 )
Drama Sharing: Fifteen Millions Merits (Black Mirror Season 1 Episode 2)
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5476 1/3/2018 (Thu) 21:00 – 22:30 Common room, JCE
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Mr. Yung Sheung Ching (Hostel Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese/ English
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
賽馬會堂 (F) 主辦 
Organised by The Jockey Club Hall (F)
耶魯大學校園生活分享及時間管理技巧
Sharing Session about Campus Life at Yale University and 
Time Management Skills
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective : This sharing session will give students a picture of what campus life is like 
at one American university. In addition, students will learn techniques of 
time management. These tips will help students to work more efficiently and 
effectively.                                                                                                                                  
Description : Ever wondered what university life is like in the United States, and how 
it compares to your experience in Hong Kong? In this sharing session, 
participants will learn about student life at one American university that has 
been at the center of recent American debates over free speech and student 
activism. In the second part of the session, we will discuss ways of managing 
your time more efficiently and effectively. The session will propose strategies 
for how you can balance multiple assignments and deadlines while still 
making time for family, and friends, and extracurricular activities.
CRN Date Time Venue
5442 27/2/2018 (Tue) 15:30 – 16:30 MBG12
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Prof Diana Lemberg 
(Associate Professor, Department of History, Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction English
ILP Unit(s) 1
NEW
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綠色工作坊 (高階 )
Green Workshop (Advanced)
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective : At the end of the workshop, students will be able to:
 1. identify recyclable materials and understand common recycling mistakes;
 2. upcycle waste materials; and
 3. promote higher awareness on campus recycling.                           
Description : Disposal of non-recyclable materials in recycle bins is commonly found on 
campus. Students will get hands-on experience of turning waste materials 
into personalized products. Previous handicraft experience is suggested.
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綠色工作坊 (高階 )
Green Workshop (Advanced)
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5443 7/3/2018 (Wed) 19:30 – 22:00
G/F common room, 
Hostel F
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Mr. Oscar Tang (Hostel Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2.5
「香港人勁揪！」— 從 體育運動看身份認同
"Hongkongers Smash!" — Examine the Sense of Identity from Sports
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective : To understand the development and current situation in Hong Kong Sports 
Field and explore Hong Kongers personal identity in sports.                    
Description : In recent years, Hong Kong Team's dramatic performance in the international level 
matches across Hong Kong. Delight and pride were felt among the Hongkongers, 
especially the slogan "Hongkongers Smash! (?????? )" is all around 
the soccer pitches. 
 In this session, we will discuss the relationship between sports and 
nationalism in Hong Kong society, especially regarding how Hong Kong 
Team became a vehicle for Hongkongers' personal identity, nationalism and 
its multiple implications. By reviewing stories in Hong Kong newspapers 
and videos, we found some interesting findings in Hong Kong's diverse 
perspectives on identity, and the interpretation and practice of nationalism 
through sports/physical education. We also invite one of the 2017 Hong Kong 
Ten Outstanding Young Persons Winner, Ms. Geng Xiao Ling (2017???
???????? - ??????????????? ) to have a 
sharing with us. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5444 6/2/2018 (Tue) 20:00 – 22:00
G/F common room, 
Hostel F
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Dr. Ho, Ka Ki Lawrence
 (Assistant Professor , Department of Social Sciences , 
The Education University of Hong Kong)
Ms. Geng Xiao Ling
 ( 2017 Hong Kong Ten Outstanding Young Persons Winner , 
Hong Kong Wushu Elite Athlete)
Ms. Law Man Wai, Laam (Hostel Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese & Mandarin
ILP Unit(s) 2
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賽馬會博雅堂 (G) 主辦 
Organized by The Jockey Club  
New Hall (JCNG)
瑜伽體驗
Yoga Experience 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective : At the end of the programme, students will be able to:
 1. practise the basic breathing techniques and postures in yoga;
 2. enhance their concentration and stretch their bodies; and
 3. introduce easy ways to exercise in hostel
Description : Maintaining a good physical condition and a relax state of mind is the key to cope 
with a busy life. This yoga experience workshop will help you learn the basics of 
yoga and practise it in a correct way. Let's relax and stretch your body!
CRN Date Time Venue
5467 6/2/2018 (Tue) 19:00 – 20:30 AM320
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Ms. Candy Liu (Certified Fitness Yoga Instructor and Hostel Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
粵語詞彙及文化
Vocabulary and Culture of Cantonese 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective : At the end of the programme, students will be able to:
 1. increase Cantonese word power and know the meaning of those 
 Cantonese vocabularies;
 2. use Cantonese vocabularies in a correct way; and
 3. understand local culture of vocabularies in Hong Kong.
Description : Cantonese vocabularies are closely related to our daily life, but we seldom think 
of the usage and the meaning of these vocabularies. Dr. Siu Yan Ho, Lecturer 
of the Department of Chinese, will introduce the origin and the development 
of some Cantonese vocabularies to enhance students' understanding of the 
meaning. Vocabularies related to Hong Kong local culture will also be introduced.
CRN Date Time Venue
5468 1/3/2018 (Thu) 19:00 – 20:30
1/F Common Room, 
JCNG
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Dr. Siu Yan Ho (Lecturer, Department of Chinese, Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
圍村風情畫 — 屏山歷史之旅
"Wais" and "Tsuens" — Ping Shan Historical Tour
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective : At the end of the programme, students will be able to:
 1. learn the the folk culture of the Tang Clan;
 2. explore the traditional and unique characteristics of life in the New 
 Territories; and
 3. describe ancient history of Hong Kong.
Description : The Ping Shan Heritage Trail meanders through Hang Mei Tsuen, Hang Tau Tsuen 
and Sheung Cheung Wai. It links up a number of traditional Chinese buildings 
to provide visitors with an opportunity to learn more about traditional life in the 
New Territories.
 During the visit, you may have a look on the "hree Wais (walled villages) and 
Six Tsuens (villages)" and other traditional Chinese buildings such as ancestral 
halls, temples, study halls and pagoda established by the Tang Clan for ancestral 
worship, clan gathering and education.
NEW
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圍村風情畫 — 屏山歷史之旅
"Wais" and "Tsuens" — Ping Shan Historical Tour
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
CRN Date Time Venue
5469 24/3/2018 (Sat) 10:30 –12:30
Ping Shan Heritage 
Trail
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Mr. Alex Keung (Hostel Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese (Supplemented with English)
ILP Unit(s) 2
Assembly Time 
and Point
10:20am at Tin Shui Wai MTR Station (Exit E3)
賽馬會博雅堂 (H) 主辦 
Organized by The Jockey Club New Hall 
(JCNH)
書法揮春工作坊
Calligraphy and Fai Chun Workshop
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective : Learn calligraphy and Fai Chun writing
Description : Students can learn basic concepts and techniques in calligraphy and Fai Chun 
writing, learn more about Chinese New Year's traditions, and have a basic 
understanding on the history of Chinese calligraphy.
CRN Date Time Venue
5538 7/2/2018 (Wed) 17:00 – 18:30
Common Room, 
JCNH
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Mr. Song GE (PhD Candidate in Translation)
Medium of 
Instruction Mandarin (supplemented with English)
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
校園尋寶大作戰
Campus English Treasure Hunt
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective : 1. Give motivations to learn English
 2. Learn vocabulary in certain themes
 3. Achieve cultural interchange
 4. Have fun in learning English
Description : Participants will be divided into groups to complete the mission in each spot that 
they have 5 spots to go through within campus. The missions could be "Make a 
Word", "Guess a Riddle", "Pictionary", and so on. Prizes are for the top three 
groups. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5539 8/3/2018 (Thu) 18:30 – 20:00
1/F, JCNH, and
throughout Campus
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Visiting English Tutors from ELSS
Medium of 
Instruction English
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
NEW
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瑜伽和靜觀練習
Yoga and Mindfulness Exercise 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective : 1. Give a pause to your mind in the bustle days
 2. Relax, refresh and reconnect with your body
 3. Listen to and be aware of the signs of your body
 4. Learn to produce happiness for yourself
Description : Students always have their schedule fully packed. Rarely would they have a 
quiet and peaceful moment to treat themselves. How do you feel after long 
working days? Tired? Stressed? Why not give a treat to yourself? Just have a 
quiet evening to let body and mind be relaxed and nourished.  
CRN Date Time Venue
5540 29/3/2018 (Thu) 17:00 – 18:30 AM320
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Ms. Prudence Wong (RYT 500)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese 
(Supplemented with English)
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
黃浩川堂主辦 
Organized by Wong Hoo Chuen Hall
黃浩川堂電影欣賞會
WHC Movie Screening
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective : 1. Enhance students communicative and expressive abilities
 2. Contribute towards a sense of belonging oneness in/ to the hostel
Description : Experience a relaxed atmosphere while enjoying a movie.
 Take the time to discuss salient issues the movie presents and among friends 
while improving your social and communication skills.
CRN Date Time Venue
5541 7/2/2018 (Wed) 20:00 – 22:00 SEK 317
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Akinyemi Smith (Hostel Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction English
ILP Unit(s) 2
伍絜宜堂主辦 
Organised by Wu Jieh Yee Hall (WJY)
WJY: 減壓瑜珈
WJY: Yoga for Stress Relief Workshop
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective : 1. Learn the basics yoga poses to help manage stress
 2. Practice stretching, meditation, and breathing
Description : Release stress with yoga.
CRN Date Time Venue
5472 6/3/2018 (Tue) 19:00 – 21:00
3/F Common Room 
of WJY Hall
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Ms. Prudence Wong (RYT 500)
Medium of 
Instruction English/Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2 
NEW
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NEW
NEW
WYJ 電影夜
WJY Movie Night
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective : 1. Enjoy the movie
 2. Understand the meaning of the movie and make reﬂection which helps 
 residents to learn to live with people from different backgrounds
Description : Chill and relax by spending the night with other residents with a great movie
CRN Date Time Venue
5473 9/4/2018 (Mon) 20:30 – 22:30 3/F Common Room of WJY Hall
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s) Ms. Helen Ngai (Hostel Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese / English
ILP Unit(s) 2 
與大自然接觸 - WJY遠足團
WJY Hiking Tour
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : 1. ??????????????????
 2. ?????????????                                               
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
????
CRN Date Time Venue
5471 17/3/2018 (Sat) 09:00 – 13:00
Gathering Point:  
3/F Common Room of WJY Hall
Instructor / 
Speaker Ms. Tazz So (Hostel Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 4
我在邪惡軸心國，過得很快樂 : 帶你走進真實的伊朗
I Am Happy in the Axis of Evil：Take You to Real Iran
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : 1. ??????????????????????????
 2. ?????????????????????
 3. ???????????????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5474 8/3/2018 (Thu) 19:00 – 20:30 3/F Common Room of WJY Hall
Instructor / 
Speaker Ms. Janet Cheung (??????? )
Medium of 
Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5 
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To download PDF version of ILP
guidebook, please scan here:
 The information in this booklet is correct at 
the time of printing (January 2018), and is 
subject to review and change.
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